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FOREWORD 

This report describes the seismic reevaluation of the turbine building and 
turbine-generator pedestal atSan Onofre Unit 1. It describes in detail.  
the stress analysis methods and stress analysis results for typical 
locations.  

The program under which this structure was reevaluated is entitled the 
Balance of Plant Structures Seismic Reevaluation (BOPSSR) Program. This 
program is being conducted as part of the Systematic Evaluation Program 
Topic 111-6, Seismic Design Considerations.  

The objective of the BOPSSR program is to demonstrate that the expected 
conditions of stress and deflection induced in the structures as a result 
of the combined influence of normal operating loads and earthquake loads 
will not impair an orderly shutdown of the plant following a DBE.  

The structures included in the BOPSSR Program are: 

o Circulating Water System Intake Structure 

o Reactor Auxiliary Building 

o Ventilation Equipment Building 

0 Seawall 

o Control and Administration Building 

o Turbine Building and Turbine Pedestal 

o Fuel Storage Building 

The results of the evaluation of the turbine building and turbine-, 
generator pedestal are included in this report.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Organization of the Report 

This report is divided into six sections. Section .1 describes the 
background associated with the Balance of Plant Structures Seismic 
Reevaluation Program (BOPSSR) and the scope of this report. Sec
tion 2 gives the description of the existing turbine building structures 
and the proposed structural modifications. Section 3 outlines the 
analytical methods used in the reevaluation process. Section 4 
summarizes the results of the structural reevaluation and provides a 
comparison of the results with the provisions of the BOPSSR criteria.  
Section 5 summarizes the proposed structural modifications to the 
Turbine Building. The conclusion of this evaluation is provided in 
Section 6.  

1.2 Background 

The San Onofre Unit 1 turbine-generator pedestal is a Seismic 
Category A structure while the turbine building was originally classi
fied as a Seismic Category B structure. The turbine building cur
rently houses Seismic Category A equipment and therefore has been 
reevaluated as a Seismic Category A structure. The Turbine Building 
was originally designed by working stress methods to resist lateral 
loads equivalent to 0.2g.  

Structures and equipment at San Onofre Unit 1 originally designated 
as Seismic Category A (e.g. turbine-generator pedestal) were designed 
to withstand a 0.5g Housner Design Basis Earthquake. The plant 
design was completed in early 1965. The methods of analysis and 
acceptance criteria were in accordance with accepted practice at that 
time. The technology of seismic analysis has advanced rapidly in the 
years since the original design of San Onofre Unit 1 was completed.  
This advance has been largely in the field of finite-element analysis 
and numerical methods. During this same period, codes and regulatory 
practices pertaining to the design of nuclear power plants have also 
changed. This evolution, while not resulting in a change in the 
basic concepts of design, has yielded more detailed information 
concerning the behavior of structures during an earthquake.  

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1 (San Onofre Unit 1) was 
designed before the current technology and codes had fully evolved.  
In order to obtain an updated understanding of the plant dynamic 
characteristics and to reflect an increase of the maximum ground 
acceleration from 0.5g to 0'.67g (the design basis for Units 2 and 3), 
a seismic reevaluation program was initiated to evaluate safety 
related structures and equipment at San Onofre Unit 1. This program 
was based upon the use of current analysis methods'and acceptance 
criteria.  
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The first phase of the seismic reevaluation program began in 1974 
with the reevaluation of the NSSS, the concrete reactor biilding and 
the steel containment sphere. As a result of this reevaluation, 
modifications to the NSSS supports were installed in 1976. During 
this same time two new structures were constructed. These were the 
sphere enclosure building and the diesel generator building; the 
former to provide additional biological shielding about the contain
ment structure and the latter to house two new emergency power diesel 
generators. Both of these structures were designed to the same 
seismic input levels utilized for Units 2 and 3 (0.67g) and the 
acceptance criteria were based upon current standards. Therefore, 
these four structures have been designed or evaluated to criteria 
equivalent or greater than the BOPSSR criteria and are not included 
in the seismic reevaluation program.  

After the completion of the initial phase of the seismic-reevaluation 
program a "balance of plant" program was begun to reevaluate the 
remaining safety related structures. This program was suspended in 
1978 to allow time for studies of expected site specific ground 
accelerations and because the NRC staff requested that the seismic 
reevaluation of San Onofre Unit 1 be performed as part of the 
Systematic Evaluation Program.  

In mid 1980, work was restarted on the Balance of Plant Structures 
Seismic Reevaluation Program. The scope of this program includes all 
safety-related structures not previously reevaluated or otherwise 
qualified. Analysis of the circulating water system intake structure, 
the reactor auxiliary building, the ventilation equipment building 
and seawall-has been completed and the results reported to the NRC 
staff by letter dated December 8, 1981.  

Analysis of the control and administration building has also been 
completed and the results reported to the NRC staff by letter dated 
February 9, 1982.  

1.3 Scope 

The turbine building complex, which includes the north and south 
extensions, east and west heater platforms and the turbine-generator 
pedestal, has been reevaluated as part of the BOPSSR Program and the 
results are discussed in this report.  

The turbine building complex was evaluated for the occurrence of a 
0.67g Housner design basis earthquake in combination with normal 
plant operating loads. This evaluation was based upon the criteria 
described in Reference 1.  

A plot plan of San Onofre Unit 1 which shows the location of the tur
bine building complex is provided in Figure 1. A description of the 
structure is provided in the following section.  
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES AND MODIFICATIONS 

2.1 Turbine Building 

The turbine building consists of four individual structural systems 
which surround the concrete turbine pedestal. These four structural 
systems are known as the turbine building north and south extensions 
and the east and west heater platforms (See Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.  

As discussed in Enclosure 2 of Reference 2, the four turbine building 
steel platforms and extensions will be converted from moment resisting 
frames to moment resisting braced frames by the addition of seismic 
bracing. The purpose of this bracing is to reduce the stresses in 
the structures and to eliminate interactions with adjacent structures 
by limiting deflections. These new bracing members are shown in 
Figures 10 thru 15.  

The turbine building north extension is a one-story structural steel 
frame building with two bays in each directionand a mezzanine (see 
Figure 6). It has approximate plan dimensions of 40 feet by 50 feet 
with an 8-1/2 inch thick Prestressed concrete slab at elevation 
42 feet, 0 inch, and a steel grating platform at elevation 30 feet, 
0 inch. One and one half inch wide expansion joints are provided at 
the juncture between the extension and the turbine-generator pedestal 
(at elevation 42 feet, 0 inch).  

The turbine building south extension is a one-story building employ
ing a steel frame system constructed above ground level. The south 
extension has approximate plan dimensions of 40 feet by 50 feet, with 
an 8-1/2 inch thick prestressed-concrete slab at elevation 42 feet, 
0 inches (see figure 7). One and one-half inch wide expansion joints 
are provided at the junction of the south extension and the turbine
generator pedestal (at elevation 42 feet, O inches).  

The west heater platform is a one story steel frame with 2 bays in 
* the east-west direction and six bays in the north-south direction.  

The platform has approximate plan dimensions of 112 feet by 50 feet 
and supports an 8-1/2 inch thick prestressed concrete slab at elevation 
35 feet, 6 inches.  

The east heater platform is similar to the west heater platform with 
one less bay north of column line E, as shown in Figure 8. Deck 
level framing for the east heater platform and the west heater platform 
is shown in Figures 8 and 9.  

In the north extension six new braces are being installed. The 
results reported in this evaluation are based upon the preliminary 
design of these braces. Two of these braces are oriented in the 
north-south direction and four of the braces are oriented in the 
east-west direction. Side views of the bays where these braces are 
located are shown in Figure 10. In the west heater platform framing 
fourteen new braces are being installed. The results reported in 
this evaluation are based upon the preliminary design of these braces.  
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Seven of these braces are oriented in the east-west direction and 
seven are oriented in the north-south direction. Three of the 
east-west braces and one of the north-south braces are exterior to 
the west heater platform structure. Side views of the bays showing 
brace locations and sizes are shown in Figures 11 and 12.  

The installation of the braces in the north and west extensions are 
scheduled to be completed by June 1, 1982.  

The results of the analysis contained in this report are also based 
upon the addition of eight braces in the south extension framing and 
fifteen braces in the east heater platform framing. Figures 13 thru 
15 show locations and sizes of these braces. These braces will be 
installed in conjunction with the modifications for the south extension 
and the east heater platform.  

2.2 Turbine-Generator Pedestal 

The concrete turbine pedestal is a reinforced concrete space frame 
(see Figure 5) supported by a 5-foot thick mat foundation. It consists 
of haunched columns at the four corners of the mat foundation and 
three haunched intermediate walls. The north columns are 8 feet 
square; the south columns are 8 feet by 8 feet, 2 inches. Wall 
thickness varies from 4-1/2 feet to 7 feet. The centerline to center
line distances between columns are 34 feet, 0 inches in the east-west 
direction and 125 feet, 6 inches in the north-south direction. The 
operating deck consists of an 8-foot thick center section that supports 
the turbine-generator, which is accommodated through several large 
openings in.the deck. Two cantilevered wings on the east and west 
sides are 1-foot, 6 inches thick. The top of the deck is at Elevation 
42 feet, while the overall height of the structure is approximately 
33 feet, 6 inches from the top of the mat foundation.  

2.3 Turbine Gantry Crane 

The gantry crane is a large steel structure (weighing approximately 
120 tons) that travels back and forth from the turbine building south 
extension, over the turbine pedestal deck to the turbine building 
north extension for shipping fuel or other maintenance work. The 
top-of-rail elevation is 42 feet, 6 inches. The following is a list 
of other crane data: 

Overall height 47 feet, 0 inch 
Overall length. 82 feet, 0 inch 
Wheel base 26 feet, 0 inch 
Length between supporting legs 40 feet, 0 inch 

The Turbine Gantry Crane is shown in Figure 4.  
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2.4 Foundations 

2.4.1 Turbine Building Foundation 

The turbine.building foundation consists of individual and combined 
footings. Footing widths vary from 3 feet to 15 feet while footing 
thickness varies from 2 feet 6 inches to 15 feet. The elevations of 
the top of footings vary from (+) 6 feet to (+).17 feet, 7 inches.  
Two columns from each of the four extensions are founded on the 
pedestal basemat. One north extension column has its foundation cast 
monolithically with the spent fuel pool wall. The existing foundation 
plan is shown in Figure 16.  

As discussed in Enclosure 2 to Reference 2, foundation modifications 
are being designed to accommodate the increased uplift loads due to 
the new bracing loads at locations where new bracings are postulated.  
The foundation modification's generally consist of providing wide 
grade beams rigidly connecting two or more adjacent individual 
foundations. Additionally, in some cases the size of an individual 
foundation is increased by adding a volume of concrete and rigidly 
connecting the new concrete to the existing footing. Figure 17 shows 
the plan view of the existing and modified foundations. The analysis 
and reevaluation results reflect the preliminary design of the founda
tion modifications. Figure 18 shows typical cross sections thru 
existing and new foundations.  

2.4.2 Masonry Wall Foundations 

Reinforced masonry walls are located on the west and south sides of 
the west heater platform, the north end of the north extension, the 
west, south, and east sides of the south extension and the south end 
of the east heater platform. The masonry walls are supported on 
continuous spread footings. The wall in the north extension is a 
cantilever wall and is not connected to the structural steel framing.  
All other masonry walls are connected to the steel framing with 
out-of-plane only support at the deck level. A typical cross section 
of a wall in the south extension is shown in Figure 19.  

2.4.3 Turbine-Generator Pedestal Foundation 

The turbine pedestal foundation is a 147-foot long by approximately 
47-foot wide by 5-foot thick reinforced .concrete mat at elevation 3 
feet, 6 inches (grade is at elevation 14 feet). A 12.5-foot by 
20-foot circulating water discharge culvert, built monolithically 
with the mat, passes through from underneath the mat at the south 
end. Figure 5 shows plan and sections of the mat foundation.  
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3.0 ANALYTICAL METHODS 

1 The turbine building complex was evaluated utilizing a three
dimensional finite element model which is described in Section 3..1.  
The analysis was accomplished utilizing five linear elastic analysis 
methods: (1) modal analysis, (2) response spectrum analysis, (3) time 
history analysis, (4) equivalent static analysis, and (5) static 
analysis.  

The modal analysis was used to determine the modal frequencies, mode 
shapes, modal participation factors, and the composite modal damping.  
The response spectrum analysis, static analysis,*and equivalent 
static analysis .techniques were used to evaluate the overall stability 
of the structure and to compute stresses.  

The time history analysis method was used to calculate in-structure 
response spectra which were used in subsystem evaluations. The 
response spectrum method was used to calculate forces, moments and.  
stress resultants in the dynamic structural model. Both analysis 
techniques utilized eigenvalues and eigenvectors that were calculated 
by the subspace iteration method. For the response spectrum analysis, 
modal responses were combined in accordance with the provisions of 
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92. In the time .history analysis, modal 
responses are combined directly by adding the computed responses at 
each time step. These analysis techniques are described in detail in 
Reference 1.  

The responses for each of the three global axes of the model were 
computed separately in both the response spectrum and time history 
analyses. The resulting structural responses due to each of the 
three components of earthquake motion were then combined utilizing 
the SRSS method as described in Section 3.7.2.6 of Reference 1.  
These analyses were performed utilizing the Bechtel Structural 
Analysis Program (BSAP) computer code. In addition to the BSAP 
computer code, the SPECTRA.computer code was employed to compute 
response spectra from acceleration time histories. A description of 
each of these codes, along with information pertaining to the valida-, 
tion and extent of application for each program, is presented in 
Reference 5.  

Masonry wall subsystems that were determined to be capable of inelastic 
response and for which inelastic deformation was acceptable were 
evaluated by nonlinear analysis. The time history response technique 
was used for the nonlinear analysis of the masonry block walls associ
ated with the turbine building. For time history response., the DRAIN 
2D computer code was used. A description of this code, along with 
information pertaining to the validation and extent of application 
for the program is presented in Reference 6.  

The procedure utilized to account for the effects of soil-structure 
interaction is delineated in Section 3.7.2.4 of Reference 1. The 
soil medium was represented in the finite element model by including 
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three translational and two rotational linear spring stiffness values 
and their corresponding damping values. The soil-structure interaction 
methodology utilized for the reevaluation is described in Reference 3.  

Two separate analysis cases of the turbine building complex were 
considered. The first case considered the gantry crane located on the 
south end of the north extension and the second case considered the 
crane on the south end of the south extension. These two cases 
result in the most severe stress conditions for the turbine complex.  

Interaction effects between the turbine building, turbine pedestal 
and the fuel storage building were considered since they are inter
connected at the foundation level.  

3.1 Mathematical Model 

A three dimensional finite element model of the turbine building 
complex was developed. This model included the four extensions of 
the turbine building in conjunction with the turbine-generator pedestal, 
gantry crane and a lumped mass representation of the spent fuel pool.  
The model is shown in Figure 21. The model consists of 1183 nodal 
points; 388 plate elements representing the post-tenisioned concrete 
decks, the pedestal deck and the pedestal shear walls; 837 beam 
elements representing the structural steel columns and girders of the 
four extensions, the reinforced concrete columns and beams of the 
turbine pedestal, the structural elements of the turbine Gantry 
Crane, the lumped mass representation of the spent fuel pool and the 
out-of-plane properties of the masonry walls; 43 truss elements 
representing the diagonal bracing modifications; 238 boundary elements 
representing the stiffness characteristics of the soil media.; 68 
direct links representing the tension-compression only connection 
between the masonry walls and the steel framing at the deck level; 
and 115 rigid links representing the rigidity of the pedestal basemat, 
the rigid connections of the structural steel columns to the pedestal 
basemat and the rigidity of the massive reinforced concrete connec
tions throughout the turbine-generator pedestal.  

The enclosure masonry walls at the periphery of the extensions, 
although not structural walls, are connected at the deck level to the 
steel framing with ties. These masonry walls were represented by a 
grillage of beams having equivalent linear elastic properties, based 
on an independent nonlinear analysis of the walls. This assured that 
out-of-plane reaction of the wall due to inertia forces was properly 
transmitted to the steel framing.  

The connections of the pedestal basemat to the columns and walls of 
the pedestal and to the turbine building steel columns founded on the 
basemat are essentially rigid. The pedestal basemat itself is considered 
to be rigid due to its thickness (5 feet). The post-tensioned concrete 
decks for each of the four extensions are considered to act as rigid 
diaphragms due to their construction and material properties. All of 
the above items were modeled in a manner consistent with their rigid 
characteristics.  
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Soil-structure interaction effects were considered in the analysis, 
by representing the soil medium by equivalent spring stiffness values.  
A set of horizontal and vertical translational springs and a set of 
rotational spring stiffnesses were attached to the individual columns 
at the foundation level. The soil stiffness properties were determined 
based on the elastic half space theory using strain dependent soil 
properties. Because of its thickness, the basematof the pedestal 
was assumed rigid and a single set of soil stiffness values was 
utilized at the center of the mat.  

3.2 Modal Analysis 

The modal analysis of the turbine building complex was performed, 
utilizing the BSAP computer code. The details of the three
dimensional finite element model of the structure used for the modal 
analysis are presented in Section 3.1. -A subspace iteration algorithm 
was used to calculate the first 140 frequencies and mode shapes for 
the dynamic model. The maximum modal frequency computed was 14.33 Hz, 
which is within the constant acceleration range of the Housner design 
response spectra for 7% damping. The calculated modes accounted for 
99% of the vertical mass and approximately 90% of the horizontal mass 
associated with the structure. All mode shapes were plotted and 
examined to insure that the dominant modes depicted shapes consistent 
with expected dynamic behavior associated with this structure.  

The modal analysis was also utilized to compute composite modal 
damping values, based upon the strain energy weighting method described 
in Reference 4. The strain energy weighting method was used to 
incorporate different damping values associated with various elements 
of the dynamic model (i.e., concrete, steel, soil). Tables 1 and 1A 
provide a listing of the characteristics of the dominant frequencies 
and their composite damping values.  

3.3 Response Spectrum Analysis 

The response spectrum analysis of the turbine building. complex was 
performed utilizing the BSAP computer code. The mode shapes, fre
quencies and participation factors, which were computed in the modal 
analysis as described in Section 3.2, were employed in the response 
spectrum analysis. The computed composite modal damping ranged from 
4.00% to 50.8% of critical damping. The maximum modal damping was 
conservatively limited to 20% for the response spectrum analysis.  
Design response spectra curves for 4%, 7%, 10%, 15% and 20% of critical 
damping were utilized for the analysis. For modes with damping 
values other than these values, logarithmic interpolation was utilized 
to compute the actual spectral displacement associated with these 
modes. The program uses the response spectrum curves that most 
closely bracket the modal damping ratio for the interpolation.  

The resulting structural responses obtained from the response spectrum 
analysis consist 6f moments, shears, and forces for the various ele
ments that comprise the finite element model.  
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3.4 Time History Analysis 

The time-history analysis of the turbine building complex was per 
formed utilizing the three-dimensional finite element model described 
in Section 3.1. The analysis was performed using the BSAP computer 
code. The results from the modal analysis were utilized in the time 
history analysis. Like the response spectrum analysis, the maximum 
modal damping for the time history analysis was conservatively limited 
to 20% of critical damping. The input ground motion for the time 
history analysis was a free field synthetic time history of 20 seconds 
duration, digitized at a time interval of 0.01 seconds. The free 
field time history record was developed in accordance with the provi
sions of the Standard Review Plan (SRP), subsection 3.7.1. The time 
history analysis of the turbine building complex was used to develop 
instructure response spectra and structural displacements.  

3.5 Equivalent Static Analysis 

The equivalent static analysis method was used for the structural 
evaluation of various structural elements of the turbine building 
complex, as illustrated in Section'4. The instructure response 
spectra developed by the time history analysis were utilized to 
determine the appropriate acceleration coefficients for the various 
elements being analyzed. The fundamental frequency of the element 
being analyzed was computed and its corresponding acceleration coef
ficient was obtained from the' appropriate response spectrum curve.  
If the computed frequency was within the resonance region of the 
amplified response spectrum'curve, the resulting acceleration coef
ficient was increased by 50 percent to conservatively account for any 
increased participation from other modes. The resulting acceleration 
coefficient was then used to compute' the moments, shears, and forces attributed to the seismic loading.  

3.6 Static Analysis 

The turbine building complex was analyzed for static load conditions 
using the three-dimensional finite element model of the structure 
with, a fixed base. A detailed description of the finite element 
model is presented in Section 3.1. The static loads analysis was 
performed using the BSAP computer code. The static loads include: 
(1) dead load due to mechanical and electrical subsystems and compo
nents and the structure itself, and (2) live loads of 20 psf on the.  
area. The.resulting forces, shears, moments and displacements were 
computed for all elements in the model.  

C, 3.7 Masonry Wall Analysis 

Masonry wall subsystems in the turbine building were determined to be 
capable of withstanding substantial inelastic deformations transverse 
to the plane of the wall without adversely affecting the structural 
integrity of these walls. This is due to the presence of vertical 
reinforcement, the location of the walls, and the function of the 
walls. Therefore, the out-of-plane responses of several masonry wall 
subsystems were analyzed inelastically and evaluated against appro
priate ductility ratios in accordance with the acceptance criteria 'of 
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Reference 6. In-plane shears were evaluated separately and the 
results were considered with the transverse response.  

The inelastic analysis of masonry walls was performed by Computech 
Engineering Services, Inc. An analytical model was developed by 
Computech based upon the evaluation of data taken from tests of 
masonry walls. This model was two-dimensional and consisted of 
planar elements to simulate the concrete block, gap elements at 
midspan to simulate crack formation, and tension only elements to 
model the central reinforcement (see Figure 20).  

After verification that the modelling assumptions adequately simulated 
the response of test specimens to cyclic loading, a model was developed 
for the nonlinear analysis of each masonry wall being evaluated. The 
nonlinear analysis was performed by the time history directintegra
tion method using the DRAIN 2D Computer Code. The analytical model 
was excited by several actual earthquake records which were scaled to 
envelope the 2/3g Housner Response Spectrum.  

Detailed descriptions of the modelling procedure, the model verifi
cation, evaluation criteria, and the analysis results for out-of-plane 
loadings are provided in References 6, 7 and 8.  
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4.0 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION 

This section provides the results of the structural evaluation of the 
four extensions of the turbine building, the turbine generator pedestal 
and the turbine gantry crane. Unless otherwise specified herein the 
reevaluation criteria by which the analytical results were reevaluated 
are given in Section 3.8.4 of Reference 1. In general the basis for 
criteria governing the stresses within the elastic range as described 
therein is current day code requirements.  

For steel column and beam members if the resultant stresses were in 
the inelastic range an appropriate inelastic interaction equation was 
used. In the structural evaluation of steel beam-columns, biaxial 
bending of the members along with their axial loads was considered.  
For most of the members the stresses due to applied loads were in the 
elastic allowable range. When calculated stresses were in the 
inelastic range, an appropriate plastic interaction equation taking.  
into account biaxial bending was used. The basis for this equation 
is described in the following paragraphs.  

The AISC specification (Ref. 9) does not provide for the ultimate, 
strength of columns in biaxial bending, the Code provisions are for 
single axis bending only. In this evaluation both the major axis and 
the minor axis moment were taken into account along with the axial 
load in determining the ultimate capacity of the steel columns. The 
interaction equation used was: 

P + 1 Mx 1 my- <.1.0 (4-1) Py 1.18 Mpx 1.67 Mpy 

P = Applied axial load, kips 
Py = Yield stress x section area (F x A) 
Mx = Applied moment, major axis, ki -inches 
My = Applied moment, minor axis, kip-inches 
Mpx = Plastic moment capacity, major axis, kip-inch (Z x F ) 
Mpy = Plastic moment capacity, minor axis, kip-inch (Zx x F ) 

y y 
The first two terms represent the single axis bending as defined by 
equation 2.4-3 of the AISC specification. The interaction equation.  
relation for axial load and minor axis bending only is: 

P+ I m (4-2) P .1. 67 M 
y py 

per Reference 9.  

The Structural Stability Research Council's Guide to Stability Deisgn 
Criteria for Metal Structures, 3rd Ed. (Reference 10) and the latest 
Canadian Standards Association code, Steel Structures for Buildings
Limit States Design (Reference 11), state that the ultimate design 
capacity of a column subjected to biaxial beding can be represented 
by equation (4-1). Therefore this equation was used in evaluating 
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the ultimate strength of the beam-columns when they were stressed 
inelastically. In the tables wherever equation (4-1) was utilized it 
is noted with the superscript "b".  

The acceptance criteria for concrete structural members include 
*increases in concrete compressive strentgh of 5,000 psi was used for 
the reevaluation of the pedestal as compared to the original specifi
cation which required a minimum 28-day compressive strength of 4,000 
psi. The turbine building foundations were reevaluated utilizing a 
concrete compressive strength of 4,500 psi as compared to the original 
specified strength of 3,000 pse. There are several factors that 
indicate the actual overall compressive strength of the insitu concrete 
is in excess of 5,000 and 4,500 psi respectively. First, the 4,000 
and 3,000 psi values are minimum allowables and experience with large 
volume placements of concrete in this strength range shows that 
actual test results at 28 days are generally in excess of the required 
minimum.. Secondly, a review of References 12 and 13 indicates a 
general increase in strength of concret over a time span of 10 years 
when compared to conventionally controlled cylinders. In some cases 
the compressive strength more than doubled.  

Another factor which predicts increased compressive strength in the 
in-situ concrete is that Type II Portland cement.was specified for 
the mix. Experience has shown that this cement would be expected to 
provide a better-than average strength gain after 28 days. The last 
factor considered was the results of two separate tests conducted in 
early 1977 on the ractor building concrete inside the San Onofre Unit 
1 containment. Five tests using the Windsor Probe showed an average 
compressive strength of 6,440 psi and seven tests cases were f'c = 
3,000 psi. These test results are both based on the manufacturer's 
calibration curves supplied with the instruments. Since no direct 
calibration of the test instrument aganst compressive strength specimens 
is available, these results can.only be considered as indicative of 
the strength of the existing concrete. It should be noted that a 
suitable strength reduction would be applied to the above values to 
provide ACI 318 statistical assurance that the concrete meets the 
strength requirements. In this case (using the Windsor Probe values), 
the 6,400 psi average strength would be reduced by 550 psi (since the 
standard deviation is 360 psi), giving'a usable f'c = 5,890 psi.  

Therefore, taking into account all of the above factors, conservative 
values of up to 50% more than the original minimal design values for 
the in-situ concrete compressive strengths were utilized in the 
structural reevaluation of the turbine pedestal and turbine building 
foundations.  

4.1 North Extension Structural Evaluation 

This section summarizes the results of the structural evaluation of 
the north extension framing. The north extension framing.consists of 
two bays in the east-west direction and two bays in the north-south 
direction. The north extension operating deck has a 7 foot 6 inch 
cantilever overhang east of column line 6 and a 4 ft 8 inch overhang 
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west of column line 8. At elevation 30! - 0" there is a mezzanine 
framing between column lines A and B. The mezzanine provides access 
to the main steam valves and some controls instrumentation.  

There are six new bracing members installed in the north extension.  
The sizes of these members vary from W12 x 120 to W14 x 330. The 
bracing members are designed as tension-compression members. By 
installing these members in both the north-south and east-west direc
tions the existing moment carrying frames are converted to braced 
moment carrying frames. These stiff members impart significant 
stiffness to the frames in the vertical and horizontal directions.  

Introduction of these members along with the required foundation 
modifications have changed the fundamental frequency of the north extension from 1.7 Hz to 4.7 Hz for north-south translation. These bracing members carry a significant portion of the lateral load, help reduce lateral displacements and thus reduce the column moments. The locations of the bracing members in the north extension are shown in Figure 22. The sizes of the braces and the stress levels associated 
with them are tabulated in Table 2. The axial stresses compared with elastic allowable axial stresses indicate a very conservative range in safety factors of 1.34 to 1.51.  

The evaluation of the girders and beams is tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. All the girders evaluated have stress levels within the allowable limits. The safety factors which compare actual bending stress vs.  allowable bending stress range from 1.05 to 1.80. The crane rail girders have safety factors of approximately 1.5. The stress levels in all the girders and secondary beams indicate that they remain 
within the elastic range.  

The evaluation of the mezzanine beams (see Table 4) shows that all of the beams, except beam NEM-B4, have stresses within the allowable 
limits. For beam NEM-B4 the factor of safety was 0.80, therefore 
this member will be strengthened by adding cover plates which will ensure that the stresses will remain within the criteria limits.  

The column-girder moment .connections were evaluated to determine the stress level in the connection region when subjected to the DBE loads. Specifically the beam web shear, column flange stresses below the connection and the adequacy of the stiffeners for beam web crippling were checked. There are eight moment connections in the north extension.  In October, 1981 five of the eight moment connections were modified 
such that they are now capable of remaining elastic while resisting the full plastic moment capacity of the largest -connected member.  The locations of these strengthened moment connections are at the top of columns B-6, B-7, B-8, D-6 and D-8. For all the moment connections the column flanges are connected to the underside of the girder with -full penetration welds. The web of the column is fillet welded to the underside of the girder. The girder spans continuously over the columns. The stiffeners inside the flanges of the girder, which are located directly in line with the column flanges, are fillet welded 
to the girder web and flanges.  
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The results of the moment connection evaluations are tabulated in 
Table 5. For all the connections the column flange .stresses are 
within the elastic allowable limit of 35.2 ksi. The actual stress 
values vary from 6.49 ksi to 24.1 ksi. The check on the stiffener 
area provided versus the area required results in safety factors 
ranging from 1.15 to 3.47. The beam-web shear stress values vary 
from 7.81 ksi to 21.0 ksi and have a safety factor range of 1.10 to 
4.56 for all connections with the exception of the connection at A-7.  
The moment connection at column A-7 will be modified during the 
present outage by adding a web doubler plate, thus ensuring that the 
resulting stresses will remain within the allowable limits.  

The bolted connections primarily use 3/4" 0, with some 1" 0, ASTM A 
325 high strength bolts. All these connections were detailed as 
shown in Part 4 of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction, Sixth 
Edition. The results of the adequacy of the bolted connections is 
tabulated in Table 6. The factor of safety, which compares.the applied 
shear force with the shear capacity of the bolted connection, ranges from 1.64 to 4.24, well within acceptable limits.  

The results of the column evaluations are listed in table 7. In this 
evaluation the column interaction equations given in section 1.6.1 of 
the AISC manual were used. If the combined stress-factor indicated 
that the maximum stress on some portion of the section was above the 
elastic yield then the ultimate strength of the member was compared 
with the applied forces on the column using equation (4-1). The 
summary of results indicate the safety factors comparing the ultimate 
strength versus applied forces vary from 1.06 for column D-8 to 1.49 
for column A-6, with the exception of column B-6 whose safety factor 
was 0.99. The overstressed portion of column B-6 is located at grade 
and flange cover plates will be added to the column during the present.  
outage. This will ensure that the column stresses will remain within 
the elastic allowables when subjected to the seismic loads.  

In the evaluation of the column anchorages.the adequacy of the anchor 
bolts and the baseplates were examined. If the bending stesses in 
the base plate exceeded the elastic allowable stresses then the 
plastic moment capacity of the base'plate was compared with the 
applied moment. The results are tabulated in table 8. All the anchor 
bolts are made from A193 steel (allowable tension = 101 ksi). The 
stresses in the anchor bolts vary from 5.3 ksi at B-7 to .92.2 ksi at column A-7, with the exception of D-6 which has a stress of 124 ksi.  
The anchorage at column D-6 will be strengthened during the present 
outage by installing rock bolts directly into the pedestal mat.  

The base plate evaluations show that the bending stresses in all the base plates are within the criteria allowables, except at A-7 and 
D-6. At column D-6 the base plate and anchor bolt assembly will be modified as stated above. For the column A-7 base plate the 
calculated moment exceeds the plastic moment capacity by approxi
mately 10%. However, the base plate is encased to a depth of 2 feet 
in the concrete column cap (see Figure 40) which has approximate plan 
dimensions of 4 feet by 3 feet. In computing the baseplate moments 
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the restraint applied by the reinforced concrete column cap in conjunc
tion with the slab at grade and the subsequent reduction in the applied moment on the anchorage was not considered.'Because of'this 
conservatism in the analysis it is concluded that the baseplate at, column A-7 is adequate.  

The existing foundations in the north extension have been modified to resist the increased uplift due to DBE loads. The modifications made are shown in Figure 17. New north-south grade beams were placed 
between columns A6 and B6 and columns A8 and B8,'while an east-west grade beam was placed between columns B6, B7, and B8. Dimensions of the new grade beams are approximately 10'-O" ,wide and 5'-6" deep.  Each grade beam was rigidly connected to the existing footings by drilling and grouting in threaded rock bolts and mechanically connecting them to threaded rebar in the new grade beams. A typical section of the structural connection is shown in Figure 18.  

The design of the foundationmodificationsare such that allowable 
soil bearing pressures and footing (concrete & reinforced steel) stresses are not exceeded. The resulting soil pressures range from a minimum of 9.7 ksf to a maximum of 10.4 ksf'which occures along'thei new east-west grade beam. The maximum allowable bearing pressure for the soil is 40 ksf, resulting in a factor of safety of 3.85-. The analysis of the new foundations revealed that' the ultimate design 
moment of 484 K-FT (obtained in East-West grade beam) was much less than the foundation's'moment capacity of'1293 FT-K, resulting in a factor of safety of 2.5.  

4.2 West Heater Platform Structural Evaluation 

The following section summarizes.the results of the structural evaluation of the west heater platform framing. The west heater platform 
consists of six bays in the north-south direction and two bays in-the east-west direction. A small extension to the framing is present at the south-east corner of the structure. The plan view of the west heater platform at the deck level (elev. 35'-6"). is shown in Figure 
9.  

There are fourteen new bracing-members installed in the west heater platform framing. The sizes of these members vary from W12 x 79 to W12 x 170. The locations of the braces are shown in Figures 28 and 29. Three of the braces in the east-west direction are located 
exterior to the west side of the west extension.. The bracing members 
have converted the moment carrying frames into braced moment carrying 
frames.  

By installing the stiff bracing members and the associated foundation 
modifications the.stiffness of the west platform framing has increased 
significantly in both of the lateral directions. The fundamental 
frequency of the structure has increased from 1.7 Hz to 4.1 Hz in the east-west direction and from 2.0 Hz to 5.5 Hz in the north-south.  
direction. The bracing carries a significant portion of the lateral 
load, reducing the lateral displacements and also reducing the column 
moments. The sizes of the braces and the stress levels associated 
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with them are tabulated in Tables 9 .and 10. The axial stresses 
compared with the elastic allowable axial stresses indicate a very 
conservative range in safety factors of 1.67 to 3.68.  

Girder sizes vary from W24 x 84 to W24 x 120 while typical sizes of 
secondary beams range from W14 x 30 to W24 x 76. The results of the 
beam and.girder evaluations are tabulated in Tables 11 and 12. The 
safety factors comparing the actual bending stress with allowable 
bending stress range from 1.02 to 3.81. The exceptions are beam.  
J12-K12 with a safety factor of 0.93, and beam Cll-C13, with a safety 
factor of 0.97. Cover plates will be added to these two beams to 
ensure their adequancy..  

. The column-girder moment connections were evaluated to determine the 
stresslevel in the connection region when subjected to DBE loads.  
Specifically the beam-web shear, column flange stress, and the adequacy 
of existing beam web stiffeners in preventing web crippling were 
checked. There are seventeen moment connections in the west heater 
platform framing. In all connections, the column flanges are connected 
to the bottom flange of the girder with a full penetration weld. The 
girder spans continuously over the column. The stiffeners are located 
inside the flanges of the girders, directly in line with the column 
flanges to provide a continuation of the flanges. The stiffeners are 
typically fillet welded to the web and flanges of the girder.  

As shown in Tables 13 and 14 the moment connections-in the west 
heater platform have column flange stresses well within the allowable 
limits of 35.2 ksi. The actual stress values vary from 8.14 ksi to 
22.10 ksi.. Beam web shearstresses ranged from 6.46 ksi to 18.7 ksi 
resulting in a safety factor range of 1.23 to 3.56, well within the 
acceptable limits. The evaluation of beam web crippling indicated 
that the size of the stiffeners provided are adequate. Calculated 
safety factors (ratio of area of stiffener provided to area required) 
ranged from 2.61 to 8.96.  

The bolted connections in the west heater platform use 3/4" ASTM A 
325 high strength bolts. All connections were detailed as shown in 
Part 4 of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction, Sixth Edition. The 
results of the evaluation'of the bolted connections are tabulated in 
Table 15. The factor of safety for these connections, which compares 
the applied shear force with the shear capacity, range from 1.00 to.  
1.92 and is acceptable.  

There are seventeen major structural columns (sizes vary from W24 x 
100 to W24 x 145) and six small size columns (W8 X 31). Evaluation 
of the columns for the forces obtained from the response spectrum 
analysis is tabulated in Tables 16 and 17.  

The tabulation of the results shows that all the structural columns 
are acceptable, except column C13. For the columns meeting the 
criteria the safety~factors which compare the combined stress factors 
with the allowable combined stress factors range from 1.01 for column 
H9 to 2.50 for column C9., Column C13 is a W8 x 31. 'This small 
column does not meet the criteria allowables but will.be strengthened 
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by adding a structural tee during the present outage. The installa
tion of this modification will enable the column to remain within its 
elastic limits when subjected to the design loads.  

In the west heater platform, fifteen column anchorages are designed 
as moment resisting connections. This is achieved by providing 
stiffeners perpendicular to and on the outside of the column flanges 
with a horizontal steel plate connecting the tops of the stiffeners.  
The horizontal plate provides a seat for the anchor bolt nuts. A 
typical moment resisting column base plate assembly is shown in 
Figure 40.  

In the evaluation of the column anchorages, the adequacy of the 
anchor bolts and the base plates was examined as well as the stresses 
in the supporting foundation. In calculating the bending stress in 
the base plate, if the calculated stress exceeded the.elastic limit 
stress, then the plastic moment capacity of the base plate was compared 
with the applied moment in the base plate. Results for the column 
anchorages are tabulated in Tables 18 and 19. Calculated anchor bolt 
tensile stresses for the A193 steel bolts are all within the elastic 
allowable of 101 ksi. The tensile stress values for these bolts 
ranged from 0.9 ksi to 85 ksi.  

However, at column anchorages C-11 and C-13 the existing anchor bolts 
are A 307 material. The tensile stress on the bolts exceeded the 
allowable stress by a large margin. The base plate anchor bolt 
assemblies at locations, C9, Cl and C 13, have been modified during 
the present outage by increasing the base plate ,area and providing 
additional anchor bolts of A193 material. The new configuration has 
stresses within the elastic allowable limits. Base plate bending stresses were all within the elastic allowable of 36 ksi except at 
column K12. However, at K12 the base plate did not exceed its plastic 
moment capacity (factor of safety of 1.07) and is therefore acceptable.  
The allowable bearing stress on.the concrete was not exceeded with 
stresses ranging from 0.36 ksi to 2.63 ksi.  

Existing foundations in the west heater platform have been modified 
to resist the increased uplift loads resulting from the DBE loading.  
As shown in Figure 17, three types of modifications were made; 1.) 
increase the size of an existing footing; 2.) provide a grade beam 
between two existing footings, or 3.) construct a new independent 
foundation. Column foundations at columns C9 and L9 were increased 
in size with additional widths and lengths of approximately 3 feet by 
8 feet added at C9 and l foot by 9 feet at L9 respectively. New 
north-south grade beams were placed between columns Cll and Ell as 
well as along column line 13, connecting columns C13, E13, F13, G13, 
and 113. In addition, at the south end of the west platform grade 
beams were placed between columns J13 and K13 and K12 and K13. At K13 
a 16 foot extension was added extending to the west of column K13.  
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For the two cases of modifying foundations previously described, 
(increase in foundation size or addition of a grade beam) a rigid 
connection was made between the existing footings and the new founda
tions by drilling and grouting threaded rock bolts in the existing 
footing and mechanically'fastening them to threaded rebar in the new 
foundations. A typical section showing the structural connection is 
detailed in Figure 18. Two locations in the west platform required 
the placement of a new, independent foundation. Seismic bracing 
extending outside of columns G13, H13, and L10 required new 
foundations.  

The new foundation modifications were designed such that allowable 
soil bearing pressures a.s well as foundation (concrete & reinforcing 
steel) stresses were not exceeded. Resulting soil bearing pressures 
for the foundation modifications range from 2.1 ksf to 13.1 ksf. The 
maximum pressure of 13.1 ksf, which occurred at the enlarged footing 
at column C9, is well within the 40 ksf allowable value, thereby 
giving a safety factor of 3.0. Ultimate moment capacities of all 
modified footings were never exceeded. The continuous grade beam 
from columns C13 to H13 resulted in a moment of 7231 ft-K compared 
with its ultimate capacity of 8000 ft-K while the grade beam along 
column Line K reached a moment of 2916 ft-K, which is less than its 
capacity of 3984 ft-k.  

4.3 East Heater Platform Evaluation 

In this section the results of the reevaluation of the structural 
members in the east heater platform are summarized. The deck level 
framing is shown in Figure 8. In the east platform framing there are 
5 bays in the north-south direction and two bays in the east-west 
direction. There is also a small extension to the framing at the 
southwest corner of the structure.  

In the east heater platform framing fifteen new bracing members have 
been identified and included in the analysis. The sizes of bracing 
members vary from W12 x 79 to W12 x 120 as shown in Figures 13'and 
14. The bracing members will convert the existing moment carrying 
frames into brace moment carrying frames. By introducing the bracing 
members and associated foundation modifications the stiffness of the 
east heater platform framing will increase significantly in both 
horizontal directions. The fundamental frequency of the extension 
will increase from 1.7 Hz to 4.60 Hz in the east-west direction and 
from 2.0 to 5.8 Hz in the north-south direction.  

The stiff bracing members resist a significant part of the total 
lateral load, reducing the lateral displacements and the column 
moments. The size of braces, the stresses associated with them and 
their comparison with elastic allowable axial stresses are shown in 
Tables 20 and 21. The factors of safety for the bracing members, 
which compare calculated stresses with elastic allowables, range from 
1.32 to 2.60.  
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The results of the evaluation of the girders and secondary beams are 
shown in Tables 22 thru 24. All of the girders and beams except the 
two beams as noted below meet the acceptance criteria. The safety.  
factors which compare the allowable bending stresses with the 
calculated bending stresses vary from 1.03 to 4.7 for the acceptable 
beams.  

In the north-south direction girders El-Fl and G2-H2 have bending 
stresses of 42.5 ksi and 44.9 respectively. The girder between El 
and Fl is a W21 x 55 member and has a simple span of 27.5 feet, a 
relatively large span. The member between G2 and H2 is a W16 x 36 
with a simple span of 8 feet. Both of these will be modified by 
adding steel coverplates.  

The existing column girder moment connections were evaluated to 
determine the stress level in the connection region when subjected to 
the DBE loads. Specificallythe beam-web shear, column flange stresses 
and the adequacy of the stiffeners for the beam web crippling were 
checked. There are sixteen moment connections in the east heater 
deck framing. For all the connections the column flanges are connected 
to the underside of the girder with full penetration welds. The 
girder spans 'continuously over the columns. The stiffeners inside 
the web of the girder, which are located directly in line with the 
column flanges, are fillet welded to the girder web and flanges.  

The results of the evaluation of the column girder moment connections 
are given in Tables 25 and 26. For all the connections the column.  
flange stresses below the connection ranged from 5.27 ksi to a maximum 
of 19.77 ksi. These are well within the allowable of 35.2'ksi for 
A36 steel. The beam web shear stresses calculated ranged from 3.42 
ksi to 16.94 ksi. These are well within the allowable stress of 
23 ksi. The average value of the beam web shear stress was about 12 
ksi. The evaluation of the beam web crippling indicated that the 
size of the stiffeners provided are more than adequate. The safety 
factors comparing area of stiffener provided versus area required 
varied from 1.76 to 23.5.  

The bolted connections primarily use 3/4"0, with some l"0, ASTM A 325 
high strength bolts. All these connections were detailed as shown in 
Part 4 of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction, Sixth Edition. The 
results of the adequacy of the bolted connections are tabulated in 
Table 27. The factor of safety, which compares the applied shear 
force with the shear capacity of the bolted connection, ranges from 
1.11 to 3.98, well within acceptable limits.  

The East Heater Platform framing has sixteen major structural columns 
(sizes vary from W24 x 100 to W24 x 130) and four small size columns 
(N8 x 31). Evaluation of the columns for the forces obtained from 
the response spectrum analysis is tabulated in Tables 28 and 29.  

The tabulation of the results shows that all the structural columns 
are acceptable, except the two columns, El, and F2. For the columns 
meeting the criteria the safety factors which compare the combined 
stress factors with the allowable combined stress factors range from 
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1.19 for column H2 to 2.29 for column Kl. Column El is a W8 x 31 and 
column F2 is a W24 x 130. These two columns do not meet the criteria 
allowables but will be strengthened by adding coverplates and structural 
tees., The installation of these modifications will enable the two 
columns to remain within their elastic limits when subjected to the 
design loads.  

In the evaluation of the column anchorages the adequacy of the anchor 
bolts and the base plates were examined. If the bending stresses in 
the base plate exceeded the elastic allowable stresses then the 
plastic moment capacity of the base plate.was compared with the 
applied moment. The results are tabulated in Tables 30 and 31. Most 
of the anchor bolts are made from A193 steel (allowable tension = 101 
ksi) and the base plates are A36 steel. The calculated stresses in 
the anchor bolts vary from 6 ksi to 79.2 ksi and are less than the 
101 ksi allowable tensile stress. At column anchorages El, E3, J2, 
Kl and L5 the tensile stress exceeds the allowable. The column base 
anchorage at E3 will be modified by providing a knee brace to the 
column and a new base plate and anchor bolt assembly. Modifications 
will also be designed for anchorage at columns El, J2, Kl and 15.  
Base plate bending stresses were all within the eleastic allowable of 
36 ksi except at columns El (123 ksi), E3 (109 ksi) and J2 (78.4 
ksi). Base plate modifications at these columns will be provided.  
The allowable concrete bearing stress was exceeded only at columns El 
(6.59 ksi) and E3 (6.03 ksi). Base plate modification at these columns 
will result in a reduction of concrete bearing stress to within 
allowable limits.  

Existing foundations in the east heater extension are to be modified 
such that increased uplift loads from the DBE will be resisted.  
Figure 17 gives a plan view of the new foundation modifications. New 
grade beams extending between columns El, Fl, Gl, and F2 will be 
installed resulting in a "T-shaped" combined footing. A similar 
modification will be done connecting columns Hl, Jl, Kl, and J2. Each 
portion of the T-shaped footing will be approximately 12' wide and 8' 
deep. The individual spread footing at column E3 will be increased 
in size by approximately 8' in length and 4' in width. For both the 
T-shaped footings and the footing at column E3, rock bolts will be 
drilled and grouted into the existing foundation and then attached to 
the new foundation by threaded rebar, thereby providing a rigid.  
connection between the two foundations. A typical section detailing 
the structural connection is shown in Figure 18. In addition to the 
previously mentioned modifications, an individual spread footing will 
be constructed approximately 30 Ft. south of column L5. This footing 
will be 12' wide by 8' deep and will be be used to provide anchorage 
for the outside brace extending from column L5.  

Foundation modifications were designed such that allowable soil 
bearing pressures and allowable footing stresses (concrete and 
reinforcing steel) were not exceeded. Soil pressures in the east 
extension range form 2.2 ksf to a maximum of 20.1 ksf which occurred 
in the T-shaped combined footing connecting columns El, Fl, 6±, and 
F2. The allowable bearing pressure of the soil is approximately 40 
ksf giving a factor of safety of 2.  
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4.4 South Extension Structural Evaluation 

This section summarizes the results -of the structural evaluation of 
the south extension framing. In the south extension framing there 
are two bays in the east-west direction and two bays in the north
south direction.. The framing along column lines six and eight is 
extended south of the extension by extending the crane rail girder 
one more bay with a contilever (see Figure 7). This extension south 
of the main structure is used for keeping the gantry crane parked or 
for unloading the spent fuel cask form the deck level into the 
transport vehicles.  

There will be eight new braces installed in the south extension 
framing. All the braces will be installed in the frames at the 
periphery of the .south extension. The sizes and locations of the 
braces are shown in Figure 15. The bracing members will significantly 
increase the stiffness of the south extension framing. The fundamental 
frequency of the south extension in the east-west direction will be 
8.9 HZ and in the north-south direction 8.3 Hz. The stress levels in 
the bracing members and the elastic allowable stresses are listed in 
Table 32. The safety factors vary from 1.87 to 4.14 and are, 
accepatable.  

The results of the evaluation of the beams and girders are tabulated 
in Table 33. The girder sizes vary- from W24 x 84 to W36 x 230 for 
the crane rail girder. Typical sizes of secondary beams are between 
W16 x 36 to W24 x 68. The overall safety factor comparing combined 
stress factor with allowable combined stress factor rangesfrom 1.18 
to 5.00. Therefore all the beams and girders located in the south 
extension satisfy the acceptance criteria.  

The existing column girder moment connections were evaluated to.  
determine the stress level in the connection region-when subjected to 
the DBE loads. Specifically the beam-web shear,. column flange 
stresses and the adequacy of the stiffeners for the beam web crippling 
were checked. There are ten moment connections in the south extension 
deck framing. For all the connections the column flanges are connected 
to the underside of the girder with full penetration welds. The 
girder spans continuously over the columns. The stiffeners inside 
the web of the girder, which are located directly in line with the 
column flanges, are fillet welded to the girder web and flanges.  

The results of the moment connection evaluations are listed in Table 
34. For all of the connections the column flange stresses are well 
within the allowable limits. The.actual stress values vary from 6.89 
ksi to 14.0 ksi (stress allowable: 35.2 ksi). The beam web shears 
range from 5.28 ksi to 10.4 ksi and have a safety factor range of 2.2 
to 4.36, well within acceptable limits of the criteria. The evaluation 
of the beam web crippling indicated that the size of the stiffeners 
provided are more than adequate. The minimum safety factor comparing 
area of stiffener provided versus area required was 9.91.  
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The evaluation of the bolted connections is tabulated in Table 35.  
The bolted connections were made with 3/4" 0 and 1" 0 bolts, a 325-F 
type. The safety factors which compare the applied shears versus the shear capacity of the connection varies from 1.57 to 5.73 and are acceptable.  

There are ten major structural columns with sizes varying from W24 x 
100 to W24 x 130. Table 36 summarizes the results of the column.  
evaluation. All of the columns meet the criteria with safety factors 
(comparing combined stress factors with allowable combined stress factors (ranging from 1.26 to 1.90.  

For the south extension columns there are ten column anchorages that are designed to resist moments at the base of columns. The moment 
resisting connection consists of stiffeners outside of the column flanges, perpendicular to the column flanges; connecting the tops of the stiffeners with a horizontal steel plate with holes for the anchor bolts. This horizontal plate provides the seat for the nit for the anchor bolt. A-typical anchor bolt base plate assembly is shown in Figure 40.  

The evaluation of the column anchorages included the adequacy of the anchor bolts and the column base plates. The base plates are A36 steel and the anchor bolts are A193 steel. As shown in Figure 40 all the base plates are encased in the column cap concrete. In calculating the bending stresses in the base plate if the calculated stress 
exceeded the elastic limit stresses, then the .plastic moment capacity of the base plate was compared with the applied moment on the base plate. The calculated results are tabulated in Table 37. These indicate that the anchor bolt tensile stresses are within the elastic allowable stress of 101 ksi (except columns M6, M8, R6 and R8) with the values ranging from 9 ksi to 39.3 ksi. The anchor bolts for columns M6, M8, P6, R6 and R8 hadtensile stresses greater than the elastic allowable limits ranging from 148 ksi for P6 to 197 ksi for R8.  

The column base plates met the criteria allowables, except for column P6, with base plates at M6 and .M8 being the most highly stressed of the base plates that are acceptable. The base plate thickness provided for columns M6 and M8 is acceptable with calculated bending moment 
being about 50% of the plastic moment capacity of the base plate. 
For the base plate at column P6 the calculated moment of 45.9 k-in/in exceeds the plastic moment capacity of 40.8 k-in/in by a margin of 

The anchorage of columns M6, M8, P6,.R6 and R8 will be strengthened 
by providing additional anchor bolts and increasing the area of the base plates. By installing these modifications the design safety 
margins for the anchorages will be restored.  

The existing foundations in the south extension of the turbine building are to be modified to resist .the increased uplift loads resulting from the DBE. A plan view of the~modified foundations is shown in Figure. 17. New north-south grade beams will be constructed from 
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columns M6 to N6 and M8 to N8 while a continuous east-west grade beam 
will be added, connecting columns P6, P7 and P8. The two north-south 
grade beams will be approximately 12 ft. wide and 8 ft. deep while 
the continuous footing along column line P will be approximately 10 
ft. wide and 6 ft. deep. Each of the three new grade beams will be 
rigidly attached to the existing foundation that they span between.  
Rock bolts will be drilled and grouted into the existing foundation 
and mechanically fastened to threaded rebar in the new grade beams.  
A typical section detailing the structural connection is shown in 
Figure 18. In addition to the grade beams, one spread footing will 
be constructed approximately 20 ft. east of column P6. The new' 
footing which is approximately 12 ft. square and 7 ft. deep will 
anchor.the outside brace extending from column P6.  

The new foundation modifications were sized such that allowable soil 
bearing pressures as well as allowable stresses in the concrete and 
steel are not exceeded. Resulting soil bearing pressures range from.  
0.46 ksf to a maximum of 2.2 ksf which occured along the continuous 
east-west grade beam. The allowable bearing pressure of the soil was 
not exceeded and the safety factors ranged from 18 to 87.  

4.5 Heater Platforms and Extensions Deck Evaluation 

The turbine building north and south extensions and east and west 
heater platforms support 8 1/2" thick reinforced concrete post
tensioned decks, which are welded to the structural steel framing.  
During construction the decks were post-tensioned by tendons spaced 
at approximately 2 1/2 feet on center in the north-south and east
west directions. One year after the completion of the post tensioning 
the decks were attached to the steel framing by welding the girders 
to insert plates which were keyed into the deck.  

Since the deck is post-tensioned and was designed to support heavy 
construction loads, including a large live load, its moment capacity 
was found to exceed the calculated moments for the seismic reevaluation 
criteria. In view of these results it is concluded that the structural 
integrity of the post-tensioned decks is assured and that the flexural 
and shear stresses are within the BOPSSR criteria allowable values.  

The existing deck slab has steel insert plates with shear connectors 
embedded in the deck slab. The steel insert plates are welded to the 
top of the deck steel framing girders.. Depending on the orientation 
of the insert plates, they were considered to offer resistance in 
either the north-south or east-west direction only. The deck slab to 
structural steel framing connection was evaluated to examine if it 
can resist the lateral loads from the deck slab. For the west heater 
platform the resistance capacity of the connections was 1.03 times 
the total applied force in the north-south direction and 1.06 times 
the total applied force in the east-west direction. Even though the 
total resistance capacity of the connections is greater than the 
applied forces, the weld size on the connectons will be increased 
from 5/16" to 7/16" at some insert plate locations and thus a design 
margin of 1.1 will be established.  
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For the north extension the connections can resist 70% of the applied 
load in the north-south direction. In the east-west direction the 
connection capacity is 1.92 times the applied force. The insert 
plate connection capacity for the north-south direction will be 
increased by increasing weld size and by providing some shear connec
tors to the deck slab to restore the required design margin. In the 
south extension the resistance capacity of the connections are 1.15 
times the total applied forces in the north-south direction and 1.06 
times the total resistance capacity of.the connections is greater 
than the applied forces in the east-west direction. The weld size on.  
the connections in the east-west direction will be increased from 
5/16" to 7/16" at some insert plate locations and thus a design 
margin of 1.1 will be established.  

In the east heater platform the connections can resist 65% of the 
total applied load in the north-south direction and 69% of the total 
applied load in the east-west direction. The insert plate connection 
capacity for both the north-south and east-west directions will be 
increased by increasing weld size and by providing some shear connectors 
to the deck slab to restore the required design margin.  

4.6 Masonry Wall Evaluations 

Reinforced masonry block walls are located about the periphery of the 
east and west heater platforms and the south extension. As is indicated 
in Figure 19, the only connection fo these walls to the structural 
steel framing is at the top of the wall by a double pin connctor that 
transmits only loads normal to the wall. In-plane loads are not 
transferred to or from the structural steel framing. In the north 
extension the only masonry wall is located at the north end of the 
extension between the framing and the steel containment sphere. This 
wall is a cantilever wall that is not connected to the structural 
steel framing.  

The out-of-plane loadings were evaluated by nonlinear analysis performed 
by Computech Engineering Service, Inc. (CES). These analyses are 
described in References 7 and 8. The acceptance criteria for 
masonry wall ineleastic behavior is given in Reference 6. The only 
in-plane loads acting on the walls are their own interia effects, 
which are insignificant when compared to the out-of-plane loading 
effects. Therefore, as concluded in the CES report the masonry walls 
are adequate.  

The double pin connector that transmits loads normal to the walls to 
the steel framing system at the deck level was evaluated. The results 
of the evaluation show that the connections are adequate and the 
resulting minimum safety factor is 1.1.  

4.7 Turbine Gantry Crane Stability Evaluation 

The turbine gantry crane (see Figure 4) is not safety related, however 
its collapse could impact safety related systems. Therefore, the 
crane's stability was evaluated as part of the BOPSSR program. The 
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criteria utilized for evaluating the gantry crane was essentially the 
same criteria that was applied to the structural steel portions of 
the turbine building.  

The gantry crane was modeled with and included in the turbine building 
complex dynamic analyses as described in Section 3.0. The seismic 
plus static moments, shears, axial loads and torsion applied to the 
beam elements of the gantry crane resulted in stresses that were less 
than the yield point of the steel, with one exception. The exception 
was the lower horizontal member between the vertical legs of the 
crane. The results indicate a stress that exceeds the material 
minimum yield point by about 5%. However, this only means at worst 
that a portion of the member's cross section might enter the plastic 
realm of behavior and respond as a partially plastic (ductile) member.  
Therefore it is concluded that the structural members of the turbine 
gantry crane are adequate to resist the DBE loadings.  

The analysis also show that the turbine gantry crane is able to 
resist the overturning forces associated with the design event. The 
factor of.safety against overturning in the north-south direction is 
4.5, while in the east-west direction it is 60 (allowable factor of 
safety: 1.1). Therefore the turbine gantry crane is adequate to 
resist the DBE loads.  

4.8 Turbine Building Complex Deflection Evaluation 

The time history analysis (see Section 3.4) was used to calculate 
maximum deflections associated with the four extensions of the turbine 
building and the turbine-generator pedestal. As shown in Figure 46, 
there is a 1 1/2" gap between the concrete deck of the north extension 
and the control building on the east side, pedestal on the south side 
and the .spent fuel pool on the west side. Table 38 shows the maximum 
deflections of the north extension in the east-west and north-south 
directions. The maximum north-south deflection is 0.747" and the 
maximum east-west deflection is 0.729 ". The deflections are small 
at the deck level because of the stiffening effects of the new bracing 
members in the north-south and east-west directions.  

An independent .time history analysis of the fuel storage building has 
shown that the maximum deflection of the spent fuel pool adjecent to 
the north extension deck slab is 0.46", thus the Square Root of the 
Sum of the Squares (SRSS) combined deflection is 0.80, much less than 
the existing seismic gap of 1 1/2". Table 39 shows the SRSS combined 
deflections in the north-south direction with the pedestal and in the 
east-west direction with the control building are all less than the 
seismic gap of 1 1/2". The north-south deflection of the west heater 
platform adjacent to the 480V Room of the fuel storage building is 
0.327". The SRSS combined deflection of the fuel building with the 
west heater deck is 0.86" less than the seismic gap of 1 1/2".  
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The analysis results verify that the bracing is adequate to ensure 
that there will not be any structure-structure interaction (banging) 
associated with the turbine building complex.  

4.9 Turbine-Generator Pedestal Evaluation 

The turbine pedestal is a massive reinforced concrete structure 
consisting of a five foot thick foundation mat, four large columns, 
two on the north end and two on the south end, and three large walls 
oriented in the east-west direction.  

The dynamic model of the pedestal included 90 beam elements (deck and 
columns) and 176 plate elements representing the transverse walls.  
Soil structure interaction stiffnesses were applied to the base The 
pedestal model was incorporated into the complete turbine pedestal/ 
turbine building model as indicated in Figure 21. The combined 
turbine building/turbine pedestal model was evaluated for seismic 
loadings in three orthogonal directions; north-south, east-west and 
vertical. The results of these separate analyses were combined by 
the SRSS technique. In addition, the following loadings were combined 
with the seismic loads: 

o Concrete and machinery dead loads 

o Longitudinal force of 10% of the machinery dead load 
to account for bearing thrust loads 

o Cordem vacuum load 

o Short circuit torque load 

The turbine pedestal was constructed with concrete having a design 
strength of f'c = 4,000 psi and reinforcement with a yield point of 
40,000 psi. In accordance with the discussion in Section 4.0, the 
concrete was assumed to have increased in strength by 25%, or to 
5,000 psi. Strength reduction factors were applied in accordance 
with ACI 318-77 Section 9.3. These gave allowable shear stresses of 
132 psi (without stirrups), an allowable tensile strength of 263 psi, 
and a compressive strength of 4,590 psi in bending. The slenderness 
of the beams, columns and walls were such that capacities were not 
affected.  

The evaluation of the beam elements in the deck determined that the 
computed loads did not. exceed allowable capacities for axial forces, 
shears and moments in two directions and torsion. It was noted that 
the beam on Line E, between 6 and 8, had less area of stirrups than 
the minimum required by ACI-318-77, Section N. 5.5.3. However, since 
the shear stress was only 47% of the allowable shear stress, this was 
deemed acceptable.  
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The evaluation of the four columns 6E, 8E, 6M and 8M, determined 
that they had adequate capacity for the applied shear, torsion, 
compression and biaxial bending. All reinforcement exceeded the 
required minimums.  

The evaluation of the three walls on lines F, H and K concluded 
that the walls were adequate for the applied shear, membrane tension 
in the vertical direction, and the out-of-plane bending for the 
wall about a horizontal axis. At the top of the walls a 7' wide 
horizontal strip is designed to resist out-of-plane bending about a 
vertical axis and was found to be adequate. For the portion of the 
wall below the top 7', the horizontal longitudinal ties are #4 
rebars at 24" on centers on each face of the wall. The vertical 
reinforcing is #18 rebars at 12" on centers, each face. The horizontal 
longitudinal ties conform to minimum requirements of ACI 318-77, 
Section 7.10.5.  

If the concrete is assumed not to provide any tension capacity (per 
ACI 318-77) then the horizontal rebars are shown to be overstressed 
from 2.9 to 4.5 times their allowable limit. However, the concrete 
is capable of resisting tensile stresses on the order of 0.4 x f'c 
or 263 psi in accordance with ACI 349-76, appendix B4.3. Taking 
this into account the concrete alone can resist 1.3 times the total 
horizontal tensile stress for wall K, 1.4 times for wall F and wall 
H. On this basis the walls of the turbine-generator pedestal are 
concluded to be adequate.  
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5.0 Summary of Modification 

The modifications to the turbine building north and south extensions 
and east and west heater platforms are described in the previous 
sections of this report. This section presents a general description 
of these modifications and a detailed summary of the modifications in 
each area.  

The turbine-generator pedestal and turbine gantry crane were found to 
meet the requirements of the BOPSSR program without modifications.  
The north and south turbine building extensions and east and west 
heater platform, were found to require modification to satisfy the 
BOPSSR Criteria. The modifications to these structural steel framing 
systems are intended to limit deflections and stresses. This is 
accomplished by the addition of diagonal bracing'. The diagonal 
bracing changes the nature of the structures from moment resisting 
frames to braced moment resisting frames. In so doing stresses are 
redistributed and deflections are substantially reduced. The new 
bracing also causes an increase in uplift loads on the existing 
foundations. Consequently modifications to the turbine building 
include the addition of more massive foundations. Finally, the new 
bracing systems also results in a redistribution of loads which in 
turn required several miscellaneous modifications to increase capacities 
of existing members. This is accomplished by providing cover plates 
to some existing structural elements and by providing strengthening 
to some connections. In summary the modifications to the four areas 
of the turbine building may be categorized as follows: (1) Structural 
Steel Bracing, (2) Foundation Modification and (3) Miscellaneous.  
The following is a summary of modifications to each of the four areas 
of the turbine building.  

5.1 North Extension Modifications 

The modifications to the north turbine building extension are currently 
being installed. The installation is' scheduled to be completed by 
June 1, 1982. Previous modifications to the north turbine building 
structural framing connections were described in a letter dated 
September 28, 1981 (supplemented by a letter dated October 6, 1981).  
The following is a summary of modifications to the north turbine 
building extension.  

STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column D-6 to the top of column B-6 

o A structural steel brace in the north-south direction from the 
base of column B-8 to the top of column A-8 

o An X-brace in the east-west direction between columns B6 and B8 
consisting of, diagonals connected at the mezzanine elevation of 
column b-7.  
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FOUNDATIONS 

o The addition of a U-shaped foundation which incorporates existing 
footings and is structurally tied to the foundation which supports 
columns A-6, A-7, and A-8. The new footing runs from column A-6 
to B-6 from B-6 to B-8 .and from B-8 to A-8 

MISCELLANEOUS 

o A stiffener plate in the connection of column A-8 to girder 

o Additional anchor bolts at the base of column D-6 

5.2 West Heater Platform Modifications 

The modifications to the west heater platform are currently being 
installed. The installation is scheduled to be completed by June 1, 
1982. The following is a summary of modifications to the west heater 
platform.  

STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 

0 A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the top of 
column C-9 to a concrete foundation located north of column C-9.  

0 A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column C-ll to the top of column C-13.  

o An X-brace in.the north-south direction between columns E-13 and 
F-13.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column G-12 to the top of column G-9.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column H-12 to the top of column H-9.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base 
column G-13 to the top of column H-13.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column J-13 to the top of column H-13.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the top of 
column G-13 to a concrete pier located west of column G-13.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the top of 
column H-13 to a concrete pier located west of column H-13.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the top of 
column K-13 to a concrete pier-located west of column K-13.  
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o. A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column K-12 to the top of column K-13., 

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column K-12 to the top of colum J-12.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the top of 
column L-9 to a concrete pier located south of column L-9.  

FOUNDATIONS 

o The addition of a foundation at column C-9, structurally connecting 
the existing footing to the new addition.  

o The addition of a foundation between columns C-11 and E-11 which 
incorporates existing footings and is structurally tied to the 
foundations that support columns C-11 and E-11.  

o The addition of a continuous footing which incorporates existing 
footings and is structurally tied to the foundations which 
support columns C-13, E-13, F-13, an'd H-13. The new continuous 
footing goes from column C-13 to H-13.  

o The addition of a combined foundation located west of column 
line 13 and spanning between columns G-13 and H-13.  

o The addition of a T-shaped foundation which incorporates existing 
footings and is structurally tied to the foundations which 
support columns J-13, K-13, and K-12. The new footing goes from 
column K-12 to K-13, from K13 to J-13, and extends west from 
column K-13.  

o The addition of a foundation at column L-9 directly above the 
existing foundation at column L-9.  

o The addition of a foundation located south of column L-9.  

MISCELLANEOUS 

o Cover plates added to the beam from J12-K12 (Ref. beam No. B20) 
and the beam from Cll-C13 (Ref. beam No. B21).  

o Cover plates added at column C-13.  

o Additional anchor bolts to the base plates for columns C11 and 
C13.  

o Stiffener plates at the anchorage connection of columns C9, Cl, 
and C13.  

o Strengthening the connection between the deck slab and the steel 
framing by increasing weld sizes and adding through bolts.  
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5.3 East Heater Platform Modifications 

The following is a summary of modifications to the east heater platform 
structure.  

STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column E-3 to the top of column E-1.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column E-1 to the top of column F-1.  

o An X-brace in the east-west direction between columns F-1 and 
F-2.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column F-1 to the top of column G-1.  

o An X-brace in the north-south direction between columns F-2 and 
G-2.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column G-2 to the top of column H-2.  

.o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
colum H-1 to the top of column H-2.  

o A K-brace in the east-west direction between column J-1 and J-2.  

o A diagonal brace in the north -south direction from the base of 
colum K-1 to the top of column J-1.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column K-2 to the top of column J-2.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column J-1 to the top of column H-l.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the top of 
column L-5 to a concrete pier located south of column L-5.  

FOUNDATIONS 

o The addition of a foundation at column E-3, structurally 
connecting the existing footing to the new foundation.  

o The addition of a T-shaped foundation which incorporates existing 
footings and is structurally tied to the foundations which 
support columns E-1, F-1, G-1, and F-2. The new footing goes 
from column E-1 to F-1, from F-1 to G-1, and from F-1 to F-2.  
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o The addition of a T-shaped foundation which incorporates existing 
footings and is structurally tied to the foundations which 
support columns H-1, J-1, K-1, and J-2. The new footing goes 
from column H-1 to J-1, from J-1 to K-1, and from J-1 to J-2.  

o The addition of a spread foundation located south of column L-5.  

MISCELLANEOUS 

o Cover plates added to beam from Ei-F1 (Ref. Beam No. Bl) and 
beam from G2-H2 (Ref. Beam No. BH13).  

o Cover plates added to column E-1.  

o Additional anchor bolts to the base plates for columns E-1, E-3, 
J-2, K-1, and L-5.  

o Stiffener plates at the anchorage connection of columns E-1, 
E-3, J-2, K-1, and L-5.  

o Strengthen the connection between the heater deck slab and the 
steel framing by increasing weld sizes and adding through bolts.  

o Strengthen the steel beam supporting the top of the masonry wall 
between columns L-5 and M-5 by providing intermediate supports.  

5.4 South Extension Modifications 

The following is a summary of modifications to the south extension.  

STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column M-6 to the top of column N-6.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column P-6 to the top of column N-6.  

o A K-brace in the east-west direction between columns M-6 and 
M-8.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column M-8 to the top of column N-8.  

o A diagonal brace in the north-south direction from the base of 
column N-8 to the top of column P-8.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the base of 
column P-6 to the top of column P-7.  

o A diagonal brace in the east-west direction from the top of 
column P-6 to a concrete pier located east of column P-6.  
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FOUNDATIONS 

o The addition of a foundation between columns M-6 and N-6 which 
incorporates existing footings and is structurally tied to the 
foundations that support columns M-6 and N-6.  

o The addition of a foundation between columns M-8 and N-8 which 
incorporates existing footings and is structurally tied to the 
foundations that support columns M-8 and N-8.  

o The addition of a continuous foundation which incorporates 
existing footings and is structurally tied to the foundations 
which support columns P-6; P-7, and P-8. The new foundation 
goes from columns P-6 and -P-8.  

o The addition of a spread foundation located east of column P-6.  

MISCELLANEOUS 

o Additional anchor bolts to the base plates for columns M-6, M-8, 
P-6, R-6, and R-8.  

o Stiffener plates at the anchorage connection of column P-6.  

o Strengthen the connection between the deck slab and steel framing 
by increasing weld sizes and adding through bolts.  
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

This report provides results of the reevaluation of the San Onofre 
Unit 1 turbine building and turbine-generator pedestal in accordance 
with the methodology discussed in Section 3.0. A detailed description 
of the results of the reevaluation is given in Section 4.0. The 
turbine-generator pedestal and the turbine gantry crane satisfy the 
BOPSSR criteria and therefore do not require any modifications.  
Modifications are required for the north and south extensions and the 
east and west heater platforms. The modifications are required in 
order to limit deflections and restore design margins to satisfy the 
BOPSSR criteria. The modifications for each of the turbine building 
areas are listed in Section 5.0. Upon the completion of installing 
the modifications the turbine building and turbine-generator pedestal 
will satisfy the BOPSSR criteria.  
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AZ~S~ 24- w/2x3,: - - 168-5 2442 7) /6 ..  

PVC TA / 0V 
* 7. A'- coA-18'NEDL 5,TRESS CFACTOR 

-. E A- A1-L.c'ivA6&E- COX4.5/MEiD 5r,?Z5 ""ACTR 
3. SZ- 0 VeRA' . SAIfETY CACTOT 
4. tco, FQ, F~w, E7C. -6rEE A/bC 57'4 COA16TRLI'CrION ,A.4AAIAL / 80 k~; 

p~ y MpX ETC.- U-Ip5 OR ki/p -ICHE 5 

(1Y) llNrefA c / E(25 FOR 57TPI. TRA L -57 E L M 

Rc-, z7b OR I OR-t--t ro Rc~ ;57



AV~QfrH Ef/VSA"5/O/ - /*OM ~/V T  V4 4/O/V 7/T-aSJ Lf 5 
R'EFERNACE S F- S S FA ME ETS 

F /jT/F/ATA9 A A A' 4 g A'gAIA RKS /OG F E5 WVO. D / O Ff/4 8WC 6 W6A VBWA/k1C BWSC SWSR 8wic/ yeS No 

MC/ 25 1wao0/ 2 352 2.17 /76 23.0 /29 /a./2 2.92 3,47 X 

MC2 25 o 24./ SE /4, 29,2 e3, 0, 79 /0,1 737 /,.7 X SEE SECTON 5

IC } 25 /65 352 2/3 ?/,0 23,0 A/0 10,12 4,// 2, 44 X 

I\4C4 25 36/0/PER /5.7 35.2 2,24 7.8/ 2:30 2.94 /7/4 4o,/ 2,78 

MC6 25 /57 36,2 2.24 78/ 23,0 2.94- /7/4 6./6 2.78 

25- 6.4459,M 352 542 504 23,o 456 .37,/ 

MC7. 25 1/75 352 2.0/ /0.0 23.0 2.30 /4.98 /2.6/ . /3 X 

_ 25- A1/2XL45 /75 32 2.0/ /0.0 e3,0 2.30 /94e it, /,/9 X 

OT A O

/1/ -CAZC4/LATE) COl/ -. fAZA4E STRESSKS/- 5AF AC7 FOR,6AW MEB 
2.F- -FAAOALE col / 0M1AGE STRESS AS/ 

3. SF; - SAF-ETY FACTOR EOA' C''A/A' FLANGE 
4. 1/BA/MC - CAL Cl/LA 7 64/ A/Es S5/EAR STRESSKS5/ 

5 I5.1/A w,-ALL~OIV48LE ,'AM' iv 4 D SHAR, 57REqSS,A-S/ 
C. sF-f - SAPET A FA CTORq /R JEAM A/E= V 
7 A Svsc - CA.. C'4A471 D R4EA oFe.E4A-/ A'62 ST/FF6/VER, // 

B. A~./co,~- PED'//RED APfEA 62F&6/4A1 A'68 SrT/ c-rwro iV2



A/OTPH EXTE1S/OA/ 7OLT&D CO/A/EV6CT/OV EV'A4L /4T/OM TAH LE G 

REFERENCE.4TOS/ F HEETS CR/ TER/A 
/DENT/F/VCAT/O SIZE c AS REAARK 

RIet./RE HO, VA V/V1C Y"ES NO 

BCl 2 7 ROWS i3/.o 4 14. 4 3.1(o 

BCZ 2_7 Row S o.7 148.5 1___x 

BC3 4 Rows 20.0 8 4.24 A 

___C________ 26 z Rows 21.8 42.4 111 _ 

A/O A 7/ CA/ 
/c - CA-LC4/A TED 5HEAR, 1/PS 

2. 1/A - ALL OA/ABe S eAR, K/PS 
3, S/-SAFETY FACTOR FO A



/VO-,77/ f/7-fW'5"QA~l ," - (Oil jk/A IIVA/ia A T/01V _ _7&~ 

lee/ 1- y P x M. Mpx A4V. lpy- (I)5F~c CRITECRIA 
7DW~ - OavCA 4 

golf DEcRp7h~% -~~ x _F,6' c by Fbyv RC I _ RRAR YE 5 O 

A -27 W274 /DZ 853 A62 /3o8a /0./8 a_ _ 10 h+ 

A? -27 M~~6 I149+j.. 1(696 84za leo3 fc z 39'Z4 0."73 1.0 737 -/.1 

6 
.A8 - . 2 - NZTI0 513 1(.9. 8 0 (3 1(7-io 45G 4(40 0.718 1 0* 128 X 

~ 27 2132o .84 2z0 1-157(a 27216 335 521;L' /.007 1.0 -09 

L27 B- -2~4 8i. .70 17.61 11.5r,6 Z7.O 4.Z(. 2'7,'. 1.40i 160 111+ X 

--SI 27 w3a~ 8:.......1. S 2120 13150 27.Z16a toe/ 5Z 7 0.01~ 1.0Cc I. 7'.  

2222222222222222222.. I a- 7 Z28. 172 2i6 34. (58 I. .Z 

I Z7w~o+ 17 517317 2228- 1(.493j2(.4(.0 1484 5580 0.94 10 1,06 ... .  

7VOTA I/CI
Y.i'C3DA48'N /I--ZT1RESS - A C OA 

Z..A- ALLOAVA64.E COMAIAD~ 57-9Z55 CACTrOR 
3. 0' VEREAA-LS. AfIC7 FCACTOM 

O, QFb -WC~E A / 6C 5/-'/ C0A67'CT/ONV AA,0AJA /.98,1 
F) F>' M, ET. -KIP5 OR 'kip-INCHES 

F0c7r P T.S (c')ESIGIVAT-E0 BY SPs:,T) 

(4 'iCpo v EQbA, by A2.0TAi ;b'7EEL Rb P Mx A Ai. Y 

&'x)v~b 11 ~ yFb b Fo Fbx Fby Py /8 -fo 1,6 .1 I7 Ivipy



COLtdAN' AP/CH'VORAGES k-AREA 2 

I SFt MEE5 CRIrERIA [cy7 FIGURE- 0' c5iZ*01 7s 9 Mg~ 
No.iPt Ft F E Fb Rc R SF ES NO 

A-6 27 A5orce Mod 44 /o/ 2.__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ B PS E 12__5f.4 27.0 146 I.40 _ 

A-7 27 Awor2e Eo / er z /0/ /.0o 

A-8~~~~~ 27- AN7~E~ i ' /0/ /5____________ 27_ /,-71 7 0.47 F .40 

- ANCHE SX70 /o/ P.04_ _ 

8-8~~~~-10 27 _X/dzaoc d ~s 
4.0 270 1.33 /-to 20 .X SEEC/ 

3-7 27 7 77 53 /0/ /a)6_01 
1___ /.3 z70c o.c&5 16 2~ __ ______ 

5- 27 ~ijj~~~ /0/ /0/ 11.0 __ X ___S~SCT~ 

27 _ 547-03o'2__ 0.1 0_ x SEE SECTIoN 5 1244./ 27o is .6 0.o _ _ 

547 470T/ESETIN 

I. S-55AFETY -ACTOR / T5A4/5.' s LOAD G. 5 = C P 
2SFR- SA=EOR FcJe Fok BaNRc = b/ .  

3. PtFt b, Fb -sea A/Sc 5r.5t . RA =/.0 
coN.5rA:crto. /ArA,/uAL.sso, <s 9. S~e=% AR 

4. C/-0AlE;t, 8M,VIN A,4-N'F K-/N /0, SHEAR C0/VS CAPACITY OF AS , 
5..Auo 'Aa1, PlA57. Ar 1o,4 Pyx AAtC 5otT5 (CoL.kvELEosD r3A7-0 4



/VEST EXr TVS/Ov /AEM 6RA C/1G STRE5 V L/A7/OA/ TA BLfE 

RE SFS MEETS CITLR/A 
N, DISCA/lpT/O/V f/Gr./RE S / Z I RIfAR K S 

jofa Fa Fa/Fa YE S NO 

ORI - /3 - E/3 28 W12x120 5.92 /(a,/O 2.72 X 

BR2  E/3-F/3 28 W12 120 5.92 2, 72 X 

BR3 1 A -3 28 W12x79, 6.3/ 23.20 3,48 X 

BR4 -,1H13-J/3 28 W/2x/20 8.54 22,00 ZX58X 

BRS H/3-6/3 28 W12-I2O 8.54 22.00 2,58 X -- ----

J 12-K/2 28 W/2)/20 9.44 21.90 2.32X 

-I 28 W12x170 7,00 16,80 Z40 X 

.R8 1H9.-112 29 V12x /20 o.54 /8,10 2.77 X.  

29 W12070 ( 00 18.50 3x08 X 

BRIO K13-K/2 29 V12120 9.08 /7,79 /.96 X 

BR/ K13 29 W12x 79 9.44 23.20 2.45 X_____ 

BR/2 C9 29 V/C58 7,. /2.2 /,(7 x 

N/OTE S: 
7. (a a CAL.CU/LATED' AX/AL STRESS,AS/ 

SFa2 =ALLOwA4LE AA/AL STRESS, KS/ 
B. S SA-ETY ,AC70R FOA As/A L. COMPRE55/ 2N



Esr XreWS/oV #,4A BRA C/MG S7ESS iVAZVA 10T/OI 7A8ZE /0 

No. DscA/rioA 7/&AE 5z E F* Mrs CR/TRIAm 

NO. aaYcE 5 NO REMARKS 

BR/3 L9 9 W12,79 7.15 /7.70 2,48 x 

R/4 /13 - 29 W12x79 'L3/ 23,20 3o8 x 

- - t 

N0or S: 
fa a CA.CULATED AX/AL S7RE SS, IS/ 

2. Fa Ai.OWAaL& AA/AL STR4&SS, 15/ 
S. SA, erY ,CACTOR FO Axx/AL CoMPR/ES/0A!



VEST E- ATER PLAT$- /RDERS . 4 SEA2E EV4LU1A.AT/oA T45Lt // 
ig/g'R .5/E O Py f A* Mfpx k4v1 Apy / CRITEIA 

7DE //. / F-, OR SR ZA o REMAR& 
NO va go Phx Fbx_ by Phy RcRc RA_ RAI* Ys No 

W//P-Bf 30 W/4r3- /2.14 Is./0 - - 032 /4o ASS  

AWl/P-352 30 W/iK-o 12D R.DO /3.09 //53 - - .27 161 /26 x 

30 w24x84 0,17 12 //./0 /0.5/ - - 1.5 /.60 /39 x 

/I,- 30 W24K'8 - - 33/0 5702,4 - - 45b /OO 2.&0 x 

WP//'-tf5 30 W24x/O o/4 /3.45 /.41/ /5.417 - - 1.20 160 /33 1 

w&P -. 66 30 W484 - - -4333.2 72576 - b 1, 1.72,x 

MW-.57 30 W2-/io / -8 /4.03 /57 ,60 /02 

WVP-.8 30 W24x7 8.6 7258 5/(./i5/2.9 - - /0o 1.67 x 

WH152 30 wY24x84 .. . .. 8 800.3 450/ 72576 - -- . 0 eo2 /67 x 

w//-/fa 30 ;w24x94 0r //-15 /.20 /5.62 - - /23 1.60 130 x 

wP-/7 30 /o6A45 030 /S5 /512 //28 - - /39 /40 /15 x 

WVlP- /312 30 0/24x76.- - 14.90 /3.8 - - /.OS /.6o 1.48 X 

o/IHP V024x-8 .3851 /0.60 /4.24 //8.8 - - 1.24 /.,0 1.29 A( 

VOTA T/ON 
Y. iC- C3A-i8&NED STRESS FACTOR 

2. RA- A..Z'A&E COMS/NE, STRESS FACTOR 
3.5,- over~ 5AsfIErY FAC0V 
4. F; FQ. Fb ETC- SEE A/SC 87'L CO#67R,/CTIO/V AANUAL 1980, k6; 

P, Py Mpx ETC. - ,KPS OR k/p - INCHES 
FOC7NTES (DEES/GNATED BY S/PRSCR/PTS) 

(/)//VTEA4G7BN EQS FO T R./CT.RAL SLEEL: 

___a Cx ;bx _ny 7by ;b bx +b a :, b O ;6 t RY 
R, or + *bvRc + bayZ 

4 (- gi)x -/vy O.coFy Fb>. Fby Fa F.'x I y -S *7rvipy



W T /7TR PLAT- /RDER S R & ZA.' 5VAL/AT/ON TA 8LE /2 
MNPp A4V Mp y I)AEET Cq 0 /vl) M Ox CRitlA AE/AR&S 7D/6FGRE S/ZE DESCR/p7N -. y/ SF= CR17E REA 

Ic__a Fc_ th - Px F rx y Fby Rc,Rc R'A RA/c YE No 

VWP-5/4 30 V24x84 1.39 1/.&8 98. 16.40 - - 0.45 /.60 2.46 X 

iWIP-B)5 30 W/ZtZ7 - - 8.81 20.87 - - 0.42 1.60 3.81 X 

WilP-16.. .30 W/4x3to 3.8 343.4 /57412 2,35,.7 - - 0.58 /.00 1.72 ) 

WHE-517 30 W1( x40 0.19 8.12 t6.31 /2.50 - - /.32 /.40 1.2/ X 

WHP-E/8 30 WVI4x45 - - 3./3 15.28 - - 0.45 /.60 z.4% X 

WHIP-B/9 30 W/bx36 0./4 3.26 /5.-8 /1.73 - - 1.38 /.0 1/4 x 

WIP-62o 30 W/b.36 .//2-// . 2.4 313. 2401/ 20736 - - .076 1.00 0.53 x SEE SEcr/oN 5 

WHP-621 30 W21KfAZ C11-C3 42.6 5-92._ 52594 465.6 - - /.03 0 .0 0.97 X SEE 57ECTjoN 5 

WHP-822 30 W2/xZ( .. 0.55 17.70 18.81 24,0 - - 0.81 /.4o0 1.98 X 

WjYP-623 30 W24x/20.. 22./ //16.- 1,-27V8 /035/2 /7 22446 0.82 h /.00 1.22 x 

N/P-324 30 W24x/20 0.2/ /9.47 28.76 24.0 - - 12/ /.0 /,32 X 

WIP-825 36 W24,,/30- 0.13 20,OZ 32./4 24.0 O012 27.0 /.35 ./.60 /./9 X 

.2/HP-526 30 W24x84 . . /.0 18.00 28.58 24.0 0.05 27.0 /.28 1.0 1.25 X 

AVOTA T/O/V 
C. AC- C0A-1B'vN D STRESS -ACTO-R 
2. RA- AL-:O%-VA&E CO/d/NED STRESS FAC7roR 
3. Sr- OVERA. SAfE 7Y =ACTOM 
4. ?o, Fo FbW, ETC.- SEE AI5C b'L Co/67R'CroI AAMuAL A 4 

P , Py AMfpx ETC. & - KlPS OR kl - INCHES 
FOOTvNOTes (DZES/GNVATED' By S/&SRP 
//NE7A:,;'A/ EQ5 FOR 5TR1./CTRAL 517EL: 

Iro Cmx ;bx crny -Irby 0 /bs lby a 16 b 6 P / _/ RcF- 7FF OR +O * * R Py ++ 
ca t'/-Fa/Rx)t bx O-a/evl covFM by a Fby by)P .8 Idax 16/. 4 o



/$YfST 4 H ~ATTR PAF - A~ O f/V &/vV JVL ' /A /OA 771/0 1L&V /3 

ricwfft o. ce F ,fj 8Wc reVA V&VA/ c Awsc eWse ssc/As res so 

McI 16.4; 99"5.2 2.15 /9.e 23.0 1,74 984 A/0 8.96 x 
MC2 3' 22./0 4,59 1,7 i23 /,'938 39/ 2.88 

C8 /O0 /.59 /8,7 A,23 /0.0d 3,6/ 2,58 

/4/4 t 221/0 /,59 /0,7 / Ia. A3 /.4 1.4/ 2,8 6 

MC3 3/ /790 /97 /3.2 /,74 Z30 2.60 2,6/ 

Mc4 .at' _______ /2.So 2.73 15.1 A.52 7, .993 3,98 

MC7 ./______ /2,01 2.73 /5./ /,.52 769 1.93 3.98 

MC/3 3/ o 1/2.90 2.73 /51/ /62 769 1.93 3.98 
MCI 3/ /4.75 2.0 me /.42 itoo 2.52 4,76 

MC// 3/ /4,75 - /J0 1. ,42 /2,00 2,62 4 7r 

MCG 3/ /.30 2,30 /3,6 1,61) 7,60 3Jio ?.-6 
AC9 3/ W2.4 9,Y45 ( ..94 5 5 43 
MC/O 24 /55 ,26 /123/ ,87 /0,0 2,4/ 4, .6 

MC12 3/ 8, /4135,2 4.32 6' 95 23.0 3,3/ 

N'OTA T/ O/ 

2. //c -ALL/OATED. COZ41AfA#LEAM STRESS,AS/ 
3, SAe - rAETY FACTOR -OR CO4A//1/V oLAN66 

'4. k'BAc - C4L C1/Z A TED~ 24A1+ /ES S//ER STR'ESS, KS/ 
.1/'VAy -A6,O,44 WA A4E,5 .5/4'FR 57RSS, A5/ 

6. sAF, - SAFETY FA4 CTOR /FOA .8EAAI/ A/E8 ShE5AR.  
7. 4 B~vsc -C9L C4/44 7- ZE OF,8EA-7 Av/' r-STFF646e6, / , 2 

.9 A. Fs 4 Af SAEYFC4'OAEA EA'EST//&ERER



WfS 7l, A&7ZRA IOZ47TI- 1'A-A<Lr/V7 &&/AV' LV4L JIA 7762,V 71'45& /4Z 
-5 Ff = MteT.S CI; 

/4C15 W31/~ COIM 9.42 35.2 3,74 r.. 30 34 ______ 

31 I/ /050 -3-52 6,35 7,55 23,0 30 

I~~~ Z4___ _ - -, - - __ ___ 

2, Fjg~l - A Z CM4.1& C-O 7AIELMG STA'6SS. 57R, 55,/ 

., y- LAPerY. -FACOR f~ O4M'FA$ 

9 , A, Ale:' al /,5t5 A2APf6A A06 571 FRE' INc



IWEST EXTE/S/ON &2L TED C0NA/ECT/OA 5VALUAT/ON TAB LE /5 

REFERENCE S PV HEE TS CR/ TEFR/A /DENT/F/7YOMCAT1/ O FRF WO, S/Z6E C RA PE!/'A RKS 
F/$6vRE //O ___A/_VC_ __ YES __O 

801. 32 6 Rows 12.( 17._Z _ co. A 

BCZ 32 ROWS 92.0 12.1 Z 1.3sx 

8C3 32 5 Row S 55.2 t_o_.o /7z 

8C A$ 32 3 RowS 36.7 (3.7 1.74 K 

A/O A TI O1 
V Vc - CALCULATED SHAR, K/PS 
2. VA - A4LLA8LE '&S4., K/PS 
3, S -4SA1FTK ,4CTORA'OR VSEAle



1W/ZSIAT f/- TC-COL/N Z V&fV4L/ &4T/OV__N 7A6L /6 
RE- P M x Mpx A4y kpy ()SF = CRI TERA YOEW'7DA P/Gl/R 5/ DE/CR/p7O / -'R co Cm OR OR. oPM 

NO V 5 C 7b F Pbx Fbx fby Fby RcRc RA RA/c YEs No 

c- 33 3Z8xI /5 e 103 /ov 23 504 0.4o to 2.50 X 

C- 33 V4eXB1 7Z 3ZE ri// /01 ZG S 0  b / 0 O x 

C- 1 33- VJ8X3 Zi 3Z8 zi5 /o1 15 .504 2 .34b 11.0 0.43 X EE SECTION 5 
- 33 v24!00 '.E8 16.21 16.15 22,0 11.16 '2T.0 1'.27 1.60 1.26 x 

-I 33 W24xo 380 1371 58Z7 /3.3z3 773 3Z47 0.71b /.0 1.Z7 X 

33 124x10 Zo 2170 Z135 i1iz4 q76 ZZ10o 0e /.o 1.5 x 

-9 33 N 24A30 3.03 14.34 11.70 21.4 10.10 2(.0 1.06 1.60 1.51 x 
- 33 ^Z430 4 - /371 //7 l33Zo (2 3Z47 0.75b 1.33 X 

-J33 N2.4x 3D.-37-3------- 171. 3 54?_ /337. l ?A 3247 .7 /.0 5< X 

-3 33 U 2x 301 6.40 14.35 5.04 21,43 10.54 27.0 15 1.GO 1.21 X 

A12. S~ N24x~;7.40 16.355 13.73 22.0 7.53 27.0 I.I 1.60 1.22 X x 

16-1 33 ^ , 24 000 5.50 15.13 1I.2C 201.2 9.67 27.0 1.45 I.Go 1.10 )X 

M---H- j353 Z424G 19o . 90 12.22 I3.65 17.51 5.07 2T.0 1.59 L.6o 1.01 X 

VOTA T/O/V 
7. Rc- COA4-,aNvED 5TRESs FAC rOR 
2. RA- ALL.Ob4VA&LE COMS/N/ED SRE55 FACTOR 
3.5,- OVERALL SAfETY FACTOV 
4' 'c? FQ, PFw,, eTC.- .SEE A/SC 5'1T COcA/67R/CT/ON MANUAL /980, K6; 

P, PyzfMpx ETC. m - K/PS OR k/fp-INCHES 
=OC7 NrS (DES/GNA TED BY $1PERSCR/PT5) 

(.1) /NTef' C7eA EQ5 FOR ys5TRaC7RA L 67EEL: 

xCr-y "by bA Rc P / 4x / Ad -- ,) OR, + F- * ob>' ) OR 8+ Rc7 + + 
Fe{/ 'c/ex bx' 0-Fa/Fev'by c~ooFy F6 Fy Fa Ph Fy y /./8 iWx" /.67 Mpy



14'f5ST //,4 TEL R 10L 14 71F- COL //W1-V Z V4 L ZI4 T/O/V Tr43l. if 17 
RF p py Mxf mp x A4'1 Mvpy ff/DEA/T -/ l/RE K1Z DESCRP7101V - -0 OR OR 0yA 5)= CR/TEV/A 

No ac 4 Phx Fbx fyby Fh RR RA RA/fC Y4s 5No 
H-1? 33 j424xl3o 7.50 I1.55 113.e 22,0 .25 '27.0 1.24 1.60 1.29 

H-l 33 IN24x145 2.50 16.64 4.91 22.0 9.,3 27.D 0.73 1.60 2.19 X 
_ 33. N24xI3o 3.04 14.34 6.16 '21.45 11.52 27.0 0.89 1.60 1.0 X 

J-J2 33 NZU2xl3o 10.60 16.55 11,06 22.0 6.G0 27.0 1.40 1.60 1.14 X 
-13 33 NT 4xl00 .2.80 15.13 13.40 20.2 6o.24 27.0 1.01 1.oO 1.s5 x 
-5 33 N.24xIl0 1(.71 12.30 7.89 17.50 G.G1 27.0 0.83 1.60 1.93 X 

K-1?. 33 N'4xlloj 3.40 15.20 9.11 22.0 5.33 '27.0 0.78 ,60 2.05 X 
K-13 -3- 3 x31 -4.2 11.37 1oS .0 - 1. 13 1.60 1.42 X 

L-9 33 L8-3 10.10 15.,S i .5 22.0 (.47 27.0 1.0 1.6O 1.51 X 
L-10 3 N8X3 3,19 15.90 1.6 22.0 -3*(8 27.0 0.6 1.60 4-44 X 

IVOTA T/OV 
V. Rc - coA-B/VE D 6STRESS FACTOR 
2. RA- ALAZO-VABLE COMS3/NED 5TRE5 FACTOR 3.Sp- OVERALL SAfE 7Y FACORo 

4-f 0 F;, Fbw,FTc.- SEE A/sC 57'L COA67Rd/CrON MA AIUAL /380, k/ 
P FY A.'px ETC. & - K/P5 OR k/P - /NCHE5 

00~'7 NVOTES (DES/GVA TED BY sS/ESR/PTS5) 
(I)NtTERA C/'on/ EQ.5 FOR STAL/CTI/REAL ST EEL: 

Rc _rx__bx C.ny fby Fa bx 7by a Aqbs Fb Rb P /f Mx / /My 
o F/- b(iFOR -+ + + FOR -- Rc Py - 6 < ex) bx -ci/Fey),cby c.coFy Fbx Fb y F3Fx7b y /./8 p~x . 167 Iv/py



1,Cb:vAW:HAAi/ 7E AtE /8O 

COLLIA-I N' A/'CHORAGES AREA G 

REF SFt M4EEf5 CRiTRIA 
/OE/t F/GLIRE DESCRlf/l NS/ZEb 

5 Fb YES NO REMARKS 

No__ Prt 5R4 YES__ _ _____ 

33nLT-4q as z . ___E SECTION S 
3 ASE T 24. 7 270 . /JO /.4 /. 46 X 

Aitc o "qb rso /0 // /. /s! 5 E E SECT/oA/ .5 33 A2-7E 4 - /4./ 24.0 0.50 /. 2.7Z- x 

Amwolce acts- 4"ce e-4.9 ea I.S9 X Se sECrTO& 5 
CA-3S 33 5.5- 14, 1 27.0 0, 5.? S.cs K 

3 - - 2 :r 37 
.0 . 3 /. 6 / 20//0 

// 33 EE263 270 - 67 / .5 

. Aucilos rDz / 24. /o/ __.7 ___ 

E_/3_3_ _ _ _ _ z_?7.3 27.0 i.o/ /.6 5a _ 

3A N C O . /_", /3 -6 5 o l -7 4 0 

Fz 3.1 z/o i12 1.( .43 X 

n 7= I 24" ______ __ __ 

F-12 .3.3 AAnoo Eo&lZ /0 24.2 /0/ 4.17 
273- 27.0 /-oz i.6 .57 X 

Ac CE / /4.3 /0/ 7.ax 

___ ___ _ e = / 2 10.97 27.0 0.4/ /So 3K0 ) 

9 33 A E 4 . /024. 27.0 0,02- /,6 /.74- x 

33 G-/5 35 2s - .4 o270 04 /.( 1.70 

/ 7_33 ,,37 2 127.0 .38 7- / / IV 
/OTA 4/ON' 

/. SF - 5AFETY F-ACrOR ,c q /'. LOAD a. 5 -A4Y=LA. S-/CC 

2. Sb- SAFEr Fcyce cr S=ORws . Rc = hC6/ / 

C3 N5r C b /b 4ASEEAL /Sco, c5/. 5 = RA /R C 

4. cCwfurse7= svo. CAPACITY OF- SA5,E to. ARAT 

5. ALzOi-vA.,E PLA5T. 40IA-4= FVX



/~ZA~r(JAAi-4CI/O,46Z Ei1,4LZ1A7101V ZAL 19 
COLLIAf N' A/N'CHORAGES - AREA < 

FI St A4EET5 CR/TtIA 
/DE (Y F/GURE DES5CR PTION 51Z,9 R7 '9 MET Rfl4RMI'/7 F/ 'I Oct Ft Ft/ efb F _ _C _ _ S _ YES NO 

H-3 - 33 A-w rus 1 ro to sz 
,1m E 2-" _ /4.53 Z70 0.54 /0 2.98 x 

A'twon cz /7; ,q0 2c'.5 to/ 4.93 _ _ ______ ___ 
H-12 33 2ase_/__2____23.2 270 ca /.4 i.e x 

A'znce for 2'4 0. /o/ olus 
14A4_ P3 3" __ c.4ta 27.0 6.02 /o 0o.o _ 

33 S4A< qn C . f- / 4 /0.-2 t _507 _I 

__LAE 24" _203 27.0 0.63 AG .eSS 

J- a3 ANCHOR exLx /S4::, 4 3. /0/ 759 A 

F4_____ie ? /" l_ "! 270 0.86 /.G J.ea x 
J-13 . 3 A/Ice Boo~ ~- -7"<*- as?"~ 44 ___ __ 

A1__ __.6 270 0.3 6p 4.44 

33 At:4 PTs7 "; 7 0 /0/ /2.79 1 

7)Er_ 24 _ /6.2 270 0,GO /&o 2.7 >( 

K -/2 33 43e/0 / /22m_/____esto I /_ 
____ AsLE 24 28.3 45.60 - - /*/9 x 

K-333 AArrxa fr- %"5 3.3 3--,o 2,41 
1UE 4 / I 1 27-0 0.02 0. 8c.0 x 

L-9 33 Aa 0.S " 32.0 
L 7P 62 G./7 27.0 0.s /, 7o0 x 

L-/ - 8 Alatr -r 4c 7, 7 32-o 4,7 
SE / " Z. 7/ 27.0 ./o 010 _ _.  

A/' 7A T / O 

. SFf - AFETY -ACrOR 'CR TI/-'a LOAD . 5Cb A4 PLAS6yC/A- C 
2. S~b- SAF577W FACJcR~ FcR SE~ow . Rc= a Ch//" 

Ft), cbF- SEE A/SC -57-E. L SF 7A 
co1,rR4,rto1 1.4AUAL /9s, 9RA/PC 

4. cc/0Purse s /vw mov.,r <*n /o. SHEAR CON-= CAPACITrY OF sAsE # A/ 
5. AzzOA.adl pLsr. Pn Au r ANC sOL7S (COL. LO TO. SASS



AST E-TE/VS/OM /V EA'.B&64C/VA S4/As & AL.AT/ 0NI TABLE 2?0 

No DISCR/PrioNv '?/ E S I SF* MEETS C4TZ/ 

No.~/Ir SaIZ Fa Fa/fa YE S NO REA f 5 

S4 w 6.27 /.30 

B34 //2 X/20 75 2/5 

R3 34 W12.K75 /74 2972 - 38 x 

. - J/..5 34 1W/27A 73/ / 22.1 ----.  

3/5 - 34 W/2x73 /.72 2 2. /3 

F3F G 34 W/2 x 73 8.03 /3 2. x 

3 7 F2TG 2 34 W/2X73 8.33 /S 2/6 

f8 2 34 W1/2 73 /13 /934 

.4A..... 14/_ .... .12 X 1/20 317 /78.  

.3- /l 35 wizx73 8./ /9:35 * 7 ~ . -__ 
_ 35 w/2 x 73 /4.53 /3.76 f 

35 B/ /9/2X73 1/-7 2/2 /73 

/VOTE S: 
f. 4a a CALCULATED AX/AL STRESS,A'S/ 

2. ifaz ALLOwAaLE AX/AL 5TRESS, KS/ 
3 5E* 8 SA jfETY oACToR ran ; COM E 55/ON



9 A ST7E TE/S/OA /VEA/ 'PAC/A/G 9 RESS Et1A1.4A7T/OA1 TABLP 21 

SF- MEErs CErTZRIA A'O, OfSCR/PT/O' j/GURE S/ Z E REA ARKS 
_o. a Pa Fa/Fa YE 5 NO 

B7. 3,9 25 9-53 
.  

B35 rw/ /7O 6 /7.05 

5- 6 35 W/ 73 / 72 751 .2 /32 

4 

. I. . ..-- 

- ----- -

-

Nlore S : 
/. fa* CALCUL/ATED AX/AL. STRESS5,AS/ 
2. Fai ALLOWAeLEf AUAL STREsS, ks/ 

3. .5F a SAFETY AACTOR FO AXIAi- COM'1P-RESS/cA'



1fS f /4 7-,R A2/- T/=, R~i' X eZfA$1-,' LVA1 614 T-A7/O/V' 7A4 51E 2 2 {P Py -41x MPx A4p1 
70E4'AIT P/GVRE S/ZE DES CR/P7 T,A.1 Cq 04 09 OA P Y ~ SF) CSE&TS A RE/SARk6 1 

Na ~~~~ ~ ~ 0 R~-Ii b ~fyFyc, R", R(A &/,fc Y.- p5 vo_____ 

.w~/ 36 Wv2!X 55. 0I i -4--E5CIN5 

2/- 36 W2-1 X 7, /2.8 726 5732 6 5/2 .77b' 100 130 ' 

£ 2'/00.23 1782 22 22.0 - 2z- /0-5 /6~0 /52 K 

36 W2 ~023 15.4-5 23.91 22.0 -/2 /60 /..13 x 

4,11P-65 .36 W2 4X //0 1 2 6/c.' 20/ 5 ~ 0,91 /-60 /7L 

.56 W1~ . 1 ~6172 5 8 

EW-,7 36 w24AR% 0.3 6.22 /,/ . < / .- - /..1 /. .1 /0 

36 wz- 9 -V7 //S / 5 .175 15 (;2 - i/O 1 .  

471 9 3 C W21 .6 a.V3 1-5.56 16, 0-' 22.0 - - 077 /.: L 2.08 x( 

rl/p - e/ .36 W2 4'X 7 0.50 /5.71' 241 21.01 - ,... a~ 1/3 x 

A'C TA71Y 

7.Ac:- COA486NED '-,TRESS -AC7-OR 
2. R9A- AA c--DVASE C0AfS/WN&Z 57Cr55~ RAC70R 
3-.Z- QVEALA- SAfET67Y FAC7C70' 
4q 1 ,Fo, F6w,,6C.- EE AiSc 5,T'L CoA/6rRhiCr/OA,e MAN4IAL /.980,k5; 

PPy Mfpx ET'C.- v KIP5 OR kip -. INCH1E 5 
~OC N~TE$(~ZES/'VAE4~By S411oERR17.5) 

(/)IN C~i'VEQ5 5~ 7RZICIIRAL.~!L 

i%(~~~S)&cO O Fbo. Fby Fa F 70 Co ;57 .1 -)i% k



SM.- mpx (k4 vF CR/TSY 
Alc'R 5/ZE OD'EScR,pr,3A/% -OI eq 04 0 oOqSc Z 7N 

NO__ ,b x =,bx )c by F,6 ,c, Rc R'A /?Alf YaE5 NC A'/AvS 

llp//-t33. 36 W6x -56 2 - H2 1.0 3-134 ;2 537 ?0 75.'6 105 /00 0._95 5EE SECTION S5 

h'-B4 36 K~3 2.7 _34-3 1-3.9.7 2071 -95 945 / 1)72 x 

* ~~-55 M W12X 27 0.3/ 1-1090 2751 /y,7 /a -1 ~ 3.72 K( 

~/-/~ 36 W/x sO 3.3 28,;./ /5510 ,52~. -9 - .7 /00 /5 x 

c-Ill-,517 36; W6X36 . 60 3.2C,3.11 1173 1 2/ 1.40 1.32 X 

//-.616 36 W/6X3G 12/ 132 2 :-92o073.6 - o.g3 61.06) //_9 A 

W16~5/ 3x -1-,x5 - - 7-31 2 .0 C2 - 0-34 /60 11,71 X 

s'rllPo 32 6 h'/V%34 3.20: 1185 9.13 /3.79 - 0.76 /66'20 

A'OTA r101,' 
V. Rc- CO/1-,8,v-c, 67TRESS c'AC70R~ 
2- REA- A4 OkVA8i.E CO-.5'E.7ESS AAC7TOA 
3 - S; QVEAA.. 5ACE7- Y A CTOR, 

4 o, FC7 r6., ETc. - SE A1SC 51-'L COcV61-Ri..CP,M &AA MJAL /98, 1<6 
F, F>' px ETC.- K1P5 OR k1 -INCHE 5 -c7 NAE.S (,0ESG./;TE0 BY VE~S.iTS 

(//Ni~A,-o QS FOR 57 R4C7T'1Al. _5,EL: 

Cm x ,%x C__77 _ ya by O[6 bA+ _*bv 6= b. 1~ ' I i/my 
)O tx Rc -4 A,( 1rAex bx (JFc?/e y .-- ~y o roFy Ft6x Fby Fa Fbx F~x )Py 1.8 A-W.x 16 7 kfpy



LAS3T AfA Tf R P177 TF- 6/1RD z5 RS Z &5 ~/'S7z LVA'L11A 710 AON2 

P0 Mt. M~Ax A4l1 Aelpy SF CIrF A 
7DEW / rF/,;'A', S/ZS DE-~ R1P75F0 CRITERIA RE0,ARCo.  

NO _______ za~ F ,bx F x Pfby F6b1 ic, c: 3 RA a/& Y-- NO _____ 

- lcltoP9.?2 34 W21X20f 023 /.%9 -/Z D/ '99~- - .5 160 6IL9 X 

F/,P- 523 36 11-1A /0//7,: /, 9731/0D5/ - -3/00 /02 x 

36-5 OM -9A3 52 1,2 ,a298 2V. 0 7 27,9 107 /60 /50 X 

E//P- 82W2I/0/.7 /I?,'9/3~ 4~ 0.97 1/&& /03 

* -~~ 36 WZ.26I
2
, /09 /3Y7 2/S0,6 34 /6eq /76? )< 

F*111P-527 36 W-9 84j 121 /8.09 20-:W .241 C-2 9-9 6 1 

)-i'p-2R -3 c WA/ x4'0 c929z2 19.79 /94 2,1,-9 - -47 -&&2.39 

1. Rc- cOA45'NaDc 6,TR5ss -AcroRA 
-2. RA- Al-l-0VA6LE ComAiNz' S17RESS AA CTrOR 
3.5,,r- OvERAA, , sce7Y FAcTom 

4 cc, FQ, F~w, ETC.- 6-=-E 4/6C 51-1, Ccs167TRa~cT/o/ ANUAL 198, ki~c 
P,) Py 1/Spx ETc. at Kpi OR i ,- INct4E

P=C7 P 7-ES (i'ES/GY-47TEL ASY SVP-EAS:A'/PT.5) 
(7 /vef'A:,r/ Lfv 'Q,5 FOR ' 5TRQ.~CT,'RA L -';7,EEL 

7a Cr,1-x Crx'7:by a ASA~ Y~b v ;,Q' 'oy R6 P~ 4+ ) OR- OR ---- ft



fAST AT 7-R PLZ.A7P - A/O fVTV7 CO/VA/ fl/AL vT/O N7 7/4,L ZE 25 
RtE~FREC6 S 5F/ F S FA MiETS CP/TEMA 

96/6./RE HO DVCk/PT/dd c F Ff/ff 8We 7 V0A/1# V 8,S A8WSR '1S As' SEAY/A R 'KS 

MCI 37 9/652 92 2.13 j/495 23,0 /.54 757 /.44 5./8 X 
4C 7 37 /6.52 35.2 2./3 14,95 23,0 1,54 7,57 Ad4 5./8 

MC13 37 /Co,2 35.2 2,13 /4.95 29,0 154 7.571 146 5./ 
MC2 37 A /5./9 2. 32 /2,18 /,9 Z53 ,63 1// 95 

MC3 37 /793 2.3 5,17 445 //86 c;,73 /,7C 

MC4 37 2 /750 2.0/ /6.9- . 3 9.00 2.89 3.1/ 
A12d x/30 co- 41mY MC/O 37 A1 oc; /7.50 2,0/ /.94 2G 9,00 .89 3.1/ 

C 37 AI4 f /46R F 9,5/ /,eo /,Co7 1182 5,560 / 0/ 5_4/ 

MC9 37 /7W0 /x.98 /22 /6/ 7,/ A,9/ 3,74 

MCS 37 9,77 1 178 /4,91 1,54 .6' /A5 e.90 

MC8 37 /w94/)I aA1.77 1,78 / 4 9,/ /54 536 /1,5 e, 90 

MC/4 37 W4-eolg /9.77 1,78 /4,91 /54 5.34 /,SS 2,90 

MC// 37 /4.6'/ 2.4/ //,5 1,99 7,55 432 .3,53 

MC12 37 , 5.27 35.2 G.48 .92 23.0 6.73 5.3o 0.o00 

/O TA T/ O// 
/ fc - CA zC4/Z A TED Z COZ //Af# 2AA6E STE'SS, KS/ 9. SFA - SAFETK FAC7OR OR A6E/AAI /EB ST.FFEAVER 

2. Fj - AZZOA'A8Z5- COZ//-fAIN4,VGE STR7ESS, /,/ 
3. SP; - SAFETY FACTOR FaR Coll/A, FL1A*6e 
4. VWlc - CAL CI//4 TED BE6A/4 A/E6 SEAR STRESS, KS/ 
5.a-AAOlddyL A 'A /O6 5Al6R STR'.ESSAS/ 
& .SEpy-SAFE~TY ACTOR?,2 FORSEAA1 1-v/ES S,,E4R 

7. A 0s,c - 41 C4'd-A 7D AR9EA OF,6-4AI i6/ Sr,FF-NER, /, 2 
B. A6w~c R - Rd R&/RED A'EA OF11EAA /6E ST/F #E'6 />v2



ZA57 /141 A? PLAR 1 7tZ 14 TI -/O/A/Vv7- &fOA''Z V-4 Z 647-101V TA6SLE 26 

_________~~~~~~~~7 __ _ _ _ _ __ __F/j necA~A AiK 
/Df/TF/A/O RF/o r1 4 F1, A, a A6SA M6sc/if 

MC/5 37 1-6,CL~MN/72 9-6,2 ?,,?4 11/Z7 ?:?,0 2,04 5. 9 0, 4eA)(' 

MC/(O 37 Jv2 4''7,30 93F, 4,BZ .2 2-.o 4,40 5,61 01-0 

1,7Yc - CA I6C/L A T6_, cOL1I1 fV46E 57eeSS. /(S/ .9. .SFA O A1F7TK cA'C7'40 '=OR 686-AM ME8 -571FF6A'5i 
2, o~c - AZZO'A441t COZ1AO:VMMlA6S 5Tress, AS/ 
3,. 6,4y - SA-F7TY FA CTOR E CL4/A' F1,A16,x 
4, /"SA'c - CAL C411-~ A6 7 A9e-AA.I AIE86 57R~s S 
.5 ,V -A~ X110,V4BZE o Ao~o MF -I6~R SRSA/ 

6. 9,4i'c :F7',y AC4A70R 1c9eA 0,6 4A1 1,6; .6io 66 ' /A 

b~ A ,6ws ,~ - /~9EL~ A ?A5:Fe-,41 , e5,vR /V



EAST EXTENSIOM 1OL0TED CON/IVECT/ON FVALUAT/ON T-ABLE 27 

REFERECE'S FY AEE5TS CR/ TER/A 
/DENT/F/='CAT/H S/ZIE ~C 4 P F R 

F/CREF ZO, VA/VC YES NO 

8CI 33 6Rows /00.0 /27 .?Z _Z_7 

8CZ G5 6 Rows /14.6 17Z 1.// Z 

C3 5 Row5 9B.2 to .8 /.0__X .  

8CA _ _ _ 4 RowS 79.4 84.8 1.o7 x _ 

8C5 3 3 ROWS iG.o R03.7 _3.8 x 

A1O 7A 7-/ OA/ 
/Ic - CAL-C4L-TED SHEAR, K/PS 

2. t1A - At L OAA,6Z.L 5 K/AR, A/1S 
3. SP-SAFETY iA4C C cOR FOR SHqEAR?



7,s1 A'fL47R 5 _PLATF-COL / N E7L 7A oN 7170417 5 28 
OR OR 09q O~A OR REA& 7IDEWI/ F/IREIFE zEz DESCR/PTroN% -~ ' x RA RR- A 

Iw co FC -c .bx Fbx iray Fby RcRc RA &A/fc Yes o 

E-I 39 N18x31 23( /6 Z/08 /647 3/ 1728 /18b /0 0,G8 X 5EE SECTION 5 

P-3 3o W24i3o Z77 /37 5Z24 /3320 1275 3Z47 0 . 7 7L /0 1.30 

E-5 3s V24x1io 2.61 14,71 Io.15 22.0 12.45 2.7.0 1.33 I.o 1.20 X.  

F-1 31 9 124x130 474 (371 3co3 /332o /316 3247 0.a/b0 L.Z 
5F 9 VJl24x130 4o4 1371 4840 /3320 z234 3247 1./3b /. 87 ) SEE SECTION 5 

F-Vs 24xf30I 4.05 1330 II.72 20.59 13.32 27. 0 1,33 1.60 1 '20 X 

39 Z24xI00 a28 7. 1o.Z 3Z7Z /oo8o 4 3G 2o57 o. 6 7 b /. o 1.49 x 
G - -39 N 24x13 0 332 1379 2'y70 13320 2050 3247 0 8) b 1.0 1.23 X 

G-5 ........ 30-IA05 13.0 11.72 20.51 332 27.0 1.33 1.0 1.20 x 
1 39 V^J24xl451  G .53 1.21 II.2 '2'Z.0 7.26 27.0 1.15 1. 0 1.33 X 

-2 39 J2.4x30 370 (379 3444 13320 1889 3247 v.84b 1.0 .19 X 

H-5 39 24xilO 3.5 11.74 13.12 16.83 13.9 27O M 1G- I.0 1.35 X 

J39 49100 251. 11062 4823 l0o0 3/4 2059 0.73 1,0 .37 X 

A'OTA T/O/' 
. Pc- coA-lS/VED STRESS FACTOR 
2. RA- ALI.~oAVAAE CAMS/NED S7E55 cAC7roR 
3. Sr- OVERAL 5AETY - FAcom 
4. fo, Fq, F,6 ETC.- SEE A/SC 57'L CoA/6TRl/Cr/O MAM../AL /980, ks 
FP , y AiFpx ETC. u KlPS OR k/P - INCHES 

FOT O7ES (DES/GT-ATEDC0= BY &/PERSCR/PT.S) 
(1 /NTERAC, t'oA/ EQS FOR STR/CTL/ARAL 67-EEL: 

Rcu a Cmx Obx Cry fby O o b 'b 4a -b> b 6 P /±Mx / y y S, Ob R -+ F y Rc P 1+ 
Fo 1/ /exK)lbx, O-Fa/c?1evy, O-oFy FM Fy Fo? 6bx Fb Py / /67 A/py



EA S7 //fA 75R PL A 77- COZ /A-/V fVA L {/AT/ONVTA SL~ 29 

7/ N R 5/ZE DESCR/pT/N 4q OR x OA OSM 4RK 
I o Ao Fo Phx Fbx 7by Fby Rc,Rc A'A &/c YE5 NO 

J-2 .39 N24x130 355 1?-79 7(00 i?32 o5S 3247 0.80 1,0 J.25 x 

.- 5 .3s V424 13o 4.05 13.90 11.72 20.59 13.32 27.0 1,33 1.Go 1.20 x 

K- 33 8x3 8 10.55 3.88 ?2.0 3.32 2y.0 0.70 I.Go 2.29 X 
K-2-s J'24<110 3.03 13.48 14.05 19.20 5.58 27.0 1.08 I.Go 1.48 X 

5 s e24,00, 131 11.73 6.07 16.63 10.20 27.0 0.85 I.Co I.8b x 
L-4-. .39 84;X31 3.07 6.33 3.42 16.29 5.2 27.0 1.01 I. CO 1.58 X 

L 9 1483 24. 328 75 1094 4(, 504 O.4a 1. 204

7VO TA T/O/V 
Y. Pc- COA-8/NED STRESS FACTOR 
2. RA- AL Oi-VA&LE COA4S/NED STRES5 PACrOR 
3.S;- OvERALL .SAfET'Y FACTOt 
4. - F, Fbw, ETC.- SEE A/SC 5T'L COW6TRL/C7/1ONv MAM.UAL /980, k) P y At/px ETC. o K/p5 OR k/p - INCHES 

-OO NOTES (DES/GNAAETED BY .S/PERSCRIPTS) 
(/) //V7iRA.1CoA/ EQs FOR 57T4acT1AC L 'Ee: 

700 a _x _bx Cry ,by Io -bR b #0 -h lb 6 P1.18 
o (I' F/Ca/ex) Cbx, (O-Fa/Feyv)Cb9y O.coFy ,b; Fby F Fbx Fby ' Py A.8 x /.7 Afy



CoLLA/V' A,/'CHORAGas - AREA 5 

1/DcgI FGURE DESCR/?TiON 6/Z& 7 t 9 MEEf5 CR51EzEA 
tNO. t Ft Fft fb Fb IC PA 5F, yES NO 

E4NcJIOL"_/23 27 -1. ___/_f __ _ - x SEE SECT/ON 5 ____-4_ /A~~- 23 Z7 4 6 / o .SX 

E_ ~~~ AA4ces- m 400 0o o~ .59 A/CJ6:.LT~ ~ 0/ 3~ ____ ___ ____ -5EE 5ECrON 5* 
____ _ _2'_" to0 27 404 /.6 .44- X EE CTN 

Avcqor oLec />" 34./ 0/ X 
BASE ra 24 _ _ _42.2 2.7 /.60 /.( /.03S 

ANcire 2'-Eo /46 4/.6 /0/ 2.43 
eASE /8./ 27 .&7 /.a E.30 
a 4vacc &L ;6 7 .6 /0 / 34 F-2S a E 2- 45 563S - - -/.23 _____ 

p5 3 A'me23o /aT 277 /o/ 3.Cs 
F-2 39 

S.E P2 2____o7_7 __7 /*_1.50 ______' _ 7T4 _____ 07.7 /'/ 5.&5 /.xJ 

A__o _ fou " '/0 20.7 3: / .56 _ _ 

/2AE /2 /' .35.2 27 v.Sc /.x 7.2_ 

G-2 39 AAc # 2 C /T 2o0/ /o/ 5.02 
____/ 7Z/ a,_ 27 &97 1.6 2.5 x 

e-_AA _____a /Ltd - /4. to/ 5S98 x_ _ 

e___ 42 27.e Z17 &6 , 2.42 x 

Y- 3 Aacas 2 3 .s.1 /o/ z88 _ ---
E_____ _ 2 ' __ 27 /.47 /. i x 

It_ _/._/ 27 .78 /.6 2.0s 

H-5 39 u- a a o;s7 
IF! /-I L7& 27J 57A/: G 

A/0 7-AT/O 

. SF* .5AFETY F-ACtOR folv 7EA/5/L LOAD G. SF4-l A PLA67-1C/A IC 
2. SFb- SAFE>- cACr-OR FoR gEvL/NG c= c/%6 

7C ,FtYb, Fb - 5,E A1SC 5.EeL 9.A $ /G 
CoNr4Rcr/oN /eSAVuAL /-950, <S/ SACN A = RAA/CC 

4. cMpa-r-e e--Wa/,o o-iEV KI/N /0. SHEAR Co/v5 CAPACITY oF sA5, -1V'o 
5. Ac.-/Ae1E PLA57. =y X ANc OLT5 (COL. osroSA5 ,O



- - .- N Af 14L L/A T/ 

COL/JM,V A/v'CHORAGES - AREA 5~ 
PF 

105'7 F/GLRE DESCR/f/ 1 5 F MEE5 CRTERM 

No/G.R O F t/ Eb Fb 0R7  5FR YES NOKS 

J-1 3_ Anc ae _ /"/,p 444 4 2 '.04 
/00__//7.) 270 , / 2.54 x ___ 

J-2_A_______ 4 /2o /o/ 0.84 
Jr22 3-9 X SEE SECTION 5 

- 78.4 9!7. 0 Z.9 /.6 0,6-5X 

J-5 6.0 A/ o / /6.s x 
_A_ _ P' 2 f _ _ _ /7.7 27.o 57 Z. 4Z_ 

-/ 3-9 AxaeF7 15 S~ .  
K-2--. - - 15/ 6 7.0 .50 /4 2.77 SEE SECT/ON 5 

K-2 39 AzsacL et so~ 10/ /4. _____ __ _ 

____ 44.o 45A --- - i.o4 X 

~t- SE _ _ _/2.3 p7.0 .46 /,6 5.4 

L-4- Ae,xweSxzs 4 .8 a2'Co /.73 _____ __ 

____ 5-21 27.0 .20 /4 /06 x _ _ 9~~() EZ- Z 0 .403 7. o . a 
L-5 39 e th. ' cr eo 4

24... P. 4-- 7. 27.0 .30 /, 533 X SEE SECTION 5 

A/o 7-A r7

/ 5F-rAFETY FAC7OR 1=o9 TA1/5/,LS OAD 0. 5Pb'44A )/PLAST/C/A44C 
2. SF6- SAFE7> FAcCoR =OR BE/Aotus 1. Pc= 6b/r 

3. bft , Ft,7%,Fb - SIE A/SC 5/5EL AA /
CoN5rR/.croN MAu4l. o 9. S30 =/A/R9c 

4. cyu.-o sWDNG M=OA.*/NJ //N /0. 5HEAR CO/VS CAPAC/TY OF qA5, E# kV/o 
5. Auzcw.-Aa PLA5. o AAC .4OLTS (COL. ^LDSLD A A4)



SoT £xTys/oA /VEA ,&R4C/VG S7ESS E.VAL/AT/oN 7A1E 32 

No. DiscC/oN P/5 45 5 / z E S MEETS CR/TERi RMA R X5 No_ .a Fa/Fa YE S NO

- 4/ W/2A/20 7.54 232 . _ 

I2G - PG 4/ W2X/2 7-9 853 .2.8.7 

3 P8 - t/8 4/ W/2X 73 l5a /3.78 487 x 

5R4.....S - A1S 4/ W/2X/2Q 3./3 2a32. 2. 8 
d' 5 7 - 4/ W/ c:2085O / 3 82..5 

t 
5iiS G -PT41 L-/X2 .50 /113823- 

.-----. - .

M38 _ W7 - 4/ W?-x 711 K.~ '.~I -~- - - - -

BM 4/ W/2X7 853 /X 06 2. -o- x 

BRB P~ . . 4/ W1/2X/20 . 22.30_j_ . 3 

/. fa a CALCULATEOD AX/AL STIRESS,AS/ 
. Fa c A4uowAeL.L AX/AL STRESS, K5' 

. S sAFrY FAcrox Foa AX/Ad- Co0W'uRE5SiAo



SOUH 7A X 7EA/S/O/V- ?/RDERS R 573AMf ZVALIAT/ON TA 6L E 33 
Eo Py kfix Mpx My Mpvy ( ) BFC _ A-CRI 

7DE// r-/GLIRE -/SZE D05CRI/p7 IO -OR cr as a o4 OR 0 OA MARlt 
-c "' a obx Fax fy L RcRc RA RA/fc YE5 NO 

SE-B/ 42 w-x36 5.08 9.84 0.52 1.60 3.08 X 

.SE-82 42 W33xi52 0.80 /3.83 13.48 /8.97 - - 0.77 1.60 2.08 X.  

5E-83 W18x45' 0.2(o 7.4/ 10.04 10.89 - 0.96 1.60 /.67 X 

SE-B4 42 W24x68 0.19 9.85 7.53 11.47 - - 0.68 /.0 2.35 X 

.SE-BS 42 W24a100 - - /0.8( 20.22 - - 0.54 1.60 2.9(o X 

SE-B6 4C W18x457 0.23 7.41 10.43 10.69 - - 0.99 /.(.0 1,o2 X 

SE-87 4z wriao.1  0.39 13.09 1.65 5.63 - - 0.32 /.60 5.00 x 

SE-BB 42 -W3(ox230 1.73 19.71 /8.30 22.0 7.40 270 /.21 /.60 /.32 X 

SE-89 4z W3ax/35H 1.59 19.69 10.81 24.0 - - 0.53 1.60 3.02 x 

SE-BI0 4Z W24x84 14.8&o 24.0 - - 0.62 1.40 2.58 X 

SE- Bil 42 .. 24g69 //.7 & 557'?.3 572 2. 4  
- -095 /.0o //8 X 

/tVOTA T/O/V' 
J. Alc- C-A-1.NED STRESS FACTOR 

2. RA- ALLO;-VAS E CODM6S/NEZ' 5TRESS FAC7OR 
3. S; - oVeRA. 7A-EY)-A cTOM 
4- Fo, Fo, F6,, ETc - SEE A/Sc 8'7'L CcOA67R/CON AM.4AN AL /980, / 

P, Py Mpx ETC. & - k/P5 OR k/cp-INCHES 
F 1 OOTNOTES (DZES/GNVATED BSt.PRRPS 

(//NTERAC,'//v Eas FOR c57-TAL SEEL: 

Cmx lrbx cny Fba bx 'ybv OR . > b P / x / My Rc* S + O + + - o) - .0 *E> Rc P I Mx IM 
t'-y/)1a O-a revy 0.roFv h Fby Fo Fox Fby PY/./8 44,o 16 7 MpV



SO6/7TH < I/YT S/G/V - iA,/fA7 CZ/ V4L A/4 T/ON 7AB5LZ 34 
/DEVT/F/CAT/aA' 5 ,f SC/PYC MEETS AEARKS 

iV2'9d/3 COLUMN1A MC/ 43 W36x,35Am 645 35.2 4-./7 5.28 25.0 4,3- X 
NC2 OIL accoww 43 C/o4/6 -5.0 4./7 15.28 23.0 4,3 , 

MC3 43 8,3 35.2 3.99 .45 26,0 2.72 
43C5 4- v24dGiway 8,83 35,2 3.93 9,45 23.0 2.72 

43 48 GER '89 352 5.// 0.92 230 3.92 

1<8_ _ 43 WxC0G1AI'6,89 352 5// G,92 23.o 3.3

43 4 24xc c6,kDcR //SO 35.2 2.96 /0.4 23,0 2.2/ 

___ _v____oG/RDE /9 0 936, Z, 9 /0,4 23,0 22/ 
Af09 4 1W24//OcjAl,,w , 

43___c__a /4.0 32 2.6/ r",8/ 23,0 3.38 0,5 /,4 9,'/ x 

Mcio__3_ fO/(if /4,0 3.87 5./ 6,8 1 / 23,0 3.38 /0.5 o 3.9/ X 

'OTA T/0O/V 
- CALZ C&A TE CO /-l /M FA6E 5TESS, /

2.F, c - AZAA.CO11 A'A v6E STEFSS, AS/ 
3, Sf - SAFETY FACTOR FOR CO-4'V F1AN0E 

4- . c - CA4L C/L/A TEDO 8AA-2 A'ES S//EAR STRES S, KS/ 
/*'as -Add/ALE dfAA1 A-'

4
ES SH4AR STRE6SS,7A/ 

G. .SF.' - SAPETK ACTOR9 FOR, .6E4M /-v'ES Sw,'A,9 
7 A 84/sc - CAL CF/.44 73D .,eA Fc5'4A* A/S R/FFIwVe,//2 

~. 4&~ ,~' - SFA -ZSAFETY FACTFOR FOR /E&AMT/VESST/'FE/Ev 

8 - 1-75 R - P~d? //R E A FE OF EAAF IVES S V/r es f , 2



ZO/7/ 5 XT'EN1S/OM 8OL7ED CONV/Ecrlo/ 5X A/.'AT/ON Ae-E3 

FEE[ 5 Fy A6ETr5 CRI T7i9AF,1 ,K 

/DEA/CAT/O/V S/(i A C F NvO 

8C2.4 7ROW'S / W57A 

8CZ ~ 4-a ~ ROvWJ5 5~3 ZZ8x __ 

8c 3 44 RW3(. 06.0 Z.9 4 x ____ 

8CZi 44 4 Kow~s 171 Bi.B +9G__ 

SC5~~ow 3/ ~ W 6.7 51 

A/0 74 rl OA1V 
A/ r- CA- C~/411 ' A SM6O 5 AR,KP 

2, t6 - -A -L 2/A /5/-,E 5A -9"AR, K/PoS 
3, 51=y-5A41TK~ 1'4CTOA' "OR I-IAi



S0U7H EX7TE/v'9/N- OL6ZX/AV ZV1AL/J/AT/ O/ TA L&f 36 
p Py g)( Mpx A4y My (7) s CRE 

7DE//'K r/G//RE .5/ZE DE5CR/PO7A'AV .-OR oR 0 O A o* 6R&MR& 
_ NO ,__ -,b xo h FbPy Fby RcRc RA R&/'fc Y.- N __o 

45 T4Il3o 1.67 1.14 15,40 22.0D 5.17 27.0 1,01 1.60 1.55 X 

- . 45 N24xI3o 1,67 6.14 15.40 2'2.0 5.17 27.0 1.01 1.G0 1.5B x 

45 N4xi!0 632 1460 859 21.3 4.23 27.0 0.98 I.6o 1.63 x 

N-14 NZx130 4.69 15.99 5.0G 22,0 4.74 27.0 0.84 I.Go 1.90 X 

45 5)2.4x 0 .13 i4.(5 8.19 20.97 4.85 Z7.0 1.27 1.60 1.Q2 X 

45 N 24x100 271. /0Z 3(55 /0080 173 Zo5 0..2 1.0 1.GI X 

45 N24 30 6.94 15.98 5.25 22.0 5.85 27,( 1.0(65 11.60_ 1.51 x 

P45 N24x 00 878 145 1 6.99 19.D9 5.52 L7.0 1.27 1 60 1.26 X 

_R-G 45 24x30 9.43 110 126 -89 22.0 0.71 27.0 I- 1.S 1.39 X 

45 N 24-xl30 5.43 1 C.10 I2.89 22.0 0.71 2,0 1.15 1.60 1.39 ) 

IAGAL 45 4x4 38 785 702 453 203 I'1z 0.s.  

IVOTA T//V 
1. Rc - coA-twEc SrREss FAcroR 

'2. RA- ALLc.0VABLE CO4S/NAED 5TRE55 FAC7OR 
3. SF- S VERAi.L SAfETY FAcTOM 

4VQ F, F,6,, ETC.- SEE A/SC ST'L COA6TR/CT/OV MANUAL /980, 1<6 
Pl F>y Mpx ETC. v - KlP5 OR kip - INCHE 5 

=OC NOTES (,0ES/GIVATED By S/AERSCR/PT6) 
/1)/VTREfACrlo'I/ EQS FOR 5TRUCTUVRAL 7SEEL: 

Rr Cx/ b Cnb P0 *bx -bv _a bx lby 6 P / Mx /MY xc (-- ' x n y OR + + _b o * Rc= - + Fu {- ar/Fx) 9bx* O-Fa/Fey) %by cacoFy ;Fbs Fy F Fby Fy y1.8M .7Wpy



W /77/ EXTE N S/oA/- COZ4/A-A/ AWCHORAGE E VA L 4/A T/OA/ 7A & LE 37 
coLLAtN APtVCHoRAGSS - AReA 7 

EFSFt AEETS CRTERIA4 
105WI F/GL/RE DESCRIPfION 11z. 7,5 RIMG k 

N.t Ft F t b Fb R9 C A' 5Fj YES NO 

M-60 45 4/ 3 5 0/ /077 SEE ECTJOAI 5 

4esea. /~'c1) /70 /0 O.c ___o 

5 w __."_25,4 27.0 0.4 /.(a .70 E C o 5 
AAf.'o'?-&-B-rs / .34(. f/ 2.z __ _ __ _ _ ___ __ _ _ 

45_ _ _ 273 27.0 o/ i.6 1.55 x 

__ __ E 2'27.4 z7.o /.OZ /.6 /,.57 x 
A x:oSws " /45 /0/ 0EE SECTON 5 

__ _ _e__-_ IL _ _ '54.4 27.0 2.0? /.(a 0.7e CC ._c_ r____ 

AAk ME' &xlx 7 W '// tot 6 ___ __ __ 

45 El' .26" 244/ 27.0 c%89 / / L 
A c _ or /-24"a .30.3 /o/ ,7 x.  

P5-7__ /_ F" - /8 4 70 oo.o 2.A 2.35 7 1_7_00_& 

,To r -4 - _- X_ AccOuAre .  
5____ -_ ,,__ _ - - x '-7 

E- (A ae Exrs ~ckleo 32 .  
52_(4 (coo __42. i____ X SEE SECTION 5 

z..8 5 A 5&r o o f1o. / 1"qa 11971-:o5 
415 /" If 3e).4 27.0 (.441 1.(: 1.10 xSEE SECT/ON 5 

/ I. SFf - AFET- -ACToR iccv TEA/5/'L, LOAD . =L A .r/C/A4C 
2.-cScb - SAFE7? &ACroR FCOR an;.PC= / 6 
3. Ft,Ft, :b, Fb- SEE A's5C '57E .  

coN.5ArR41crToN 1,1AtVUAL /980, k5/ 9 5F6 =RARC 
4. compumpo saEdowG 4oAN'-r A*-/N /0 SHEAR CONE CAPACITry of ASE /o 
S. ALLONkVAdZ-. PA 57. x AAC 50LT5 (COL, 'JELDTO SA5, /i



7R/VE B&/L)/V CO1PZEX' ,/SPL4CE/VVTS 74BLE 38 

9/PLAE/NSPLAC4X1/M//M REA ,95 L 0CA 770A1VSP.CE T 

0.747 
I/ORTH- E X7~61HS/oH 

EAS7- kVS T O. 729 

EA ST HEA TER P4ATF'oR7 0.285" 

NOR 1-So'rh O. .32 7 
WEST HAT # ER PZATFoAM 

,A.57- EST O- 0.32/ 

wagry -so& rg 0. 3 64 
304' r EX TEW/4ON 

EAST-4AEST 0.  

wA'gr//-S04'TA 0. 5 49" 
7/G PA"DE 4 STAL L 4TMST 0G



5Ct //H ADCET A7/ 1744d4 

___TA,5LE 3 9 

T4,-8/ E /32/J/LD/G SRS S COHAo/5/a 
x= 7)A/SE/1,O 1vw /LAC6Avr FoR 17EA RA= 

0.679 A/ SM6A/VRNve9ES) 
A'ST R/47 TPL ZATFORA &/r 

FL/EZ 7oA'046 &Z ///MG- 4 a A 

VOATH' £-TEA//oM 4'//H 
W9-,/3/AE PED RSA ..)> 0, 92 7 

/VORTH EXFH 5/oN A/7/ 
,R/EL q,~,4 G5 84-// D~/VG ~ 0. 79 9 

410ST- AST 1 111

C024'rA~'L /S Z//G<, O. 3 93/ 74 SS- A7 ST___ 
S 4O/7 ETE&V=S/6 W// Wr 
/RO/V7E E 7.  

/S/ 7"- 1 -4/6"S 71..


